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l While reading Max Eastman's The Literary Mind,! cameJ' 
Iacross the word "synaesthetic", which Eastman had used in char-d . 
II 
1/ acterizing Edith Sit well's Au bade. About 'i1 month before this, I 
~~had bought a second-hand copy of Amy Lowell's Pictures of ~ I: 
1
/Floating World, and so I remembered that some of her poems con-
I 
I 
tained imagery involving sense confusion. The developing of the 
1 
resulting comparison has opened the way to a phase of modern 
i 
! poetry that is worth further study. 
Synaesthetic imagery in the French tradition(Gautierl~ 
I 
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Mallarme, Verlaine) has had considerable 
influence on the poetry of Swinburne, John Gould Fletcher, Amy 
j Lowell, Hart Crane, William Carlos Williams, and the three Sit-
i! ilwells. Synaesthetic imagery in the English tradition occurs of-
' I ten enough to repay investigation in the poetry of Shakespeare, i 
I St. Vincent Millay, Sara Teas•i Milton, Poe, Shelley, Keats, Edna 
1 
dale, and E.E.Cummings. Scatteped 
1
[ etry of neaPly evePy wri teP. 
examples aPe found in the po-li 
1. 
The field of litePary synaesthesia is compaPatively 
;/ unexplored, and so most of the thesis is devoted to gPound-work/ 
II defining limits and developing techniques. It has seemed desir-1! 
liable to be definitive about neaPly every statement made, and so[! 
1
1 thePe aPe more than the usual quotations, cPoss-references, and lj 
1 foot-notes, although modifying the Index has reduced the num-
11 ber. 
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SYNAESTHESIA 
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!DEFINITION OF SYNAESTHESIA 1' 
Synaesthesia (synesthesia) is a fixed idiosyncratic 
" II II 
!I ,, 
association between sense data in different modalities or in the :1 
:: 
same modality. By far the most common variety is chromaesthesia, 
1or stereotyped j! . 
!colored visual 
colored images induced by non-visual or by non-
1 
stimuli. Users of hasheesh or mescal experience 
:phenomena similar to synaesthesia; but which, since the physio-
;i 
!I ,, 
II 
:i 
'II 
i 
!i ,, 
:, II 
!logical effects of the drugs are temporary, cannot be classed as i! 
:true synaesthetic imagery. 2 Certain kinaesthetic reactions are :: 
,, 
not classed as synaesthetic because they are common to nearly ali! 
. ,, 
:i 
of us. lllost of us beeome tense when we hear the screeeh of ehalk '' ,, 
,, 
ii 
'against a blackboard; and those who attend concerts are probably d 
'i I; j,aware of the little muscular movements they make occasionally !i 
~~whUe listening to the music. There is a_ third class of phenome-)/ 
1na, colored thinking, which should be distinguished from true 
1] 
I • 'j 
I 
:synaesthesia. llliss Downey writes, " 'U' is a blue letter 
I 
,
1
but I do not see 'u' as blue, I merely think it 
for me; ,i 
li 
as blue. "3 This i 
II . i is association on the thought or imaginal level - not, like true 
!!synaesthesia, on the sense level only. 
,I I! !I 
----------------------------------------------
,, 
' 
' 
'1 1/ Chromaesthesia sometimes refers only to the most frequent ,, 
II variety of synaesthesia, eolored hearing. Cf .Gal ton, Inquiries:, 
I' into Human Faculty, pp. 106-107, for a chart of chromaesthetic j[ 
:, images. I 
!i 2/ Cf. Ellis, Mescal,pp. 57-71; also Leuba, Psychology 2£. Relig-;! 
), ious Mysticism, pp. 23-24. ' 
!! 3TCf. Downey, Creative Imagination, P• 94. r[ 
!! 
!! 
li 
i] 
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I CHARACTERISTICS .Q! SYNAESTHESIA II 
The material published in English about synaesthesia II 
I I 
II 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
I! 
II 
I' 
II 
d lj 
I 
i 
" 
can be classified as: 1[ 
I 
j 
1 case studies. These comprise more than ninety 1/ 
per cent of the total material. 1: II 
2/ summaries. These may be an abstract of a sin- 'i 
gle study, a review of all the studies published 
~r during the previous year, or a survey of the whole' 
il field. 
i! 
3/ histories. A few case studies include a roughly; 
il 
chronological listing of some of the theories of il 
II 
II 
II 
the cause of synaesthesia.1 
4/ statistical analyses of various groups to de-
termine the percentage of synaesthetics. ii 
!I 5/ E.L.Kelly's ~experimental attempt to produce;: 
II 
artificial chromaesthesia .!?z the technique of the!: 
., 
conditioned response. I! 
6/ June Downey's Literary synesthesia, probably 
the first study 
in Engl1sh. 2 
I! 
I! 
I' 
of literary synaesthesia published 
I! 
!! 
i: I ~ 
ii !i ,, _________________________________ ____;. 
il 1/ If Wellek' s Synaesthesia _!!! occidental antiquity and ~ ~+ 
,
1
ilfu ages lives up to its title, it should be translated into i' 
English. cr. bibliography. i! 
i[ 2/ There are scattered references to synaesthesia in a few books 
1: of literary criticism written in the last few years. Cfo Max 1: 
'i Eastman, ~ Literary Mind, p.l6; Babette Deutsch, !!!!! Modern !• 
:1 Poetry, pp.l31,214; Edith Rickert, ~Methods for~ Study~~~ 
,j Literature, p. 33. 
1
i 
,, 
:i 
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'i I 
7/ occasional references to synaesthesia in sci en.:: 
tific books and articles.1 il il 
The 
I 
research in the field of synaesthesia has discovered several'' 
' 
I 
facts, but has not succeeded I in f'itting these facts into a sig• 1 
I! 
. lj 
whole. Until a satisfactory explanation of synaesthesia!' 
: 
I 
nificant 
I 
has been achieved, the isolated facts must remain unpatterned. 2 i! 
: II 
The most adequate theory is that synaesthesia is the forming of 11 
:unusual 
I 
'set-up, 
! 
has not 
fixed associations because of' an obscure physiological 
probably inherited. The "obscure physiological set-up" 
yet been explained. 
li 
II 
/: 
i! 
1: 
I! The data concerning synaesthesia consists of a series 
'of more or less unrelated statements. Some, like the following, II 
I !i 
I 
I 
I 
are ,, ii 
II,, 1/ Synaesthesia originates in childhood or early d 
well substantiated by numerous case studies: 
i :youth. In one instance, colored hearing did not occur until the II i! I[ I 
1girl was 1: ,, sixteen years old; but this is very unusua1.3 
i! 
,., 
2/ Synaesthesia is much more common in childhood 'I I, 
!! 
j 1than later in life. Girls are more apt to be synaesthetic than jj 
[jbo I i,l 11 ys; artists, than non-artists. L!ercante says that synaesthesia 
II !1 jiis the usual thing in children between the ages of eight and ji 
'I 'I !:eighteen. He also claims that eighty per cent or all young girls J
1 
!I II 
r: 
1l11 Synaesthesia is a factor in the study or dreams, sensation, 1
1
:
1
1 !I experimental aesthetics, and child psychology. . . 
i 2/ There have been too many case studies. Read ten representa- :,.I 
!! t1ve studies and then you will know approximately what all the 
l.i other studies contain. II j! 3/ cr. G.M. Whipple, !!£_ cases of synaesthesia, p.376. ,[ 
I i,·l' 
--.- ---~ _;_~~--·::...: .. , 
I 
!I 
____ ,,J_·____ --------- ---------------- ====!')_ _____ _ 
------------- . ------------- r----- .. 
,, 
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!! 
]I i,'l' li 
'I II 
I !I 
11 'I 
I are synaesthetic. l r 
I Synaesthesia often disappears at adolescence or a~i 
!senescence. Lemaltre found evidence of chromaesthetic associatio~ 
i :i 
1
jin about twenty-five per cent of adolescents tested; but at the !! 
I 2 ilage of fifteen and sixteen, there was a fifty per cent decrease •. 
II jiAccording to Wheeler, the frequency of synaesthesia in adults 
II 
il"has been round, under varying conditions of age and sex, to 
! range from nine per cent to fifteen per cent. "3 Wheeler's own 
1
!estimate is the lowest, five per cent. 4 
II 
I! ll ,, 3/ Synaesthetic association originates abruptly , I i; 
!i !!apparently without previous conditioning. 5 
lj :I 
II I, 
!i 
4/ Theoretically, it is possible to have synaes- !I 
,, 
i!thetic association between 
I' !i ]:possible combinations have 
I 
any two senses • but only a few of the ·i 
been reported. 6 Colored hearing is th~ 
,, ,, ________________________________ _; 
ll :i II 1/ cr. R.H.Wheeler, The Synaesthesia of.! Blind Subject, p.24. ii 
1! Percentages vary according to how synaesthesia 1s defined by the 
'I tester. Also, synaesthesia is more frequent in some localities d 
, than in others. Percentages will vary, too, with the method of 'I 
I testing. Questionnaires are not a satisfactory means of securing 
I percentages, for some synaesthetics do not realize that they are 
l1 synaesthetic until tested individually. ( Cf. Whipple, Two Cases ,j 
., of Synaesthesia, p .389 ) • ,I 27. Cf. A.H.Pierce, Synaesthesia, P• 157 • ·11 
3/ cr. Wheeler, The Synaesthesia of a Blind Subject, p.32. I 
11 4/ Cf. Wheeler and Cutsforth, TheSynaesthesia of ! Blind Sub- II 
11 t~Ci_!.!.lh Comparative ~ from .!!! Asynaesthetic Blind Subject, !i 
li 6/ Cr. op. cit., p.20; Downey, Creative Imagination, P• 103. fi 
:1 6/ Dunlap, in Elements of Scientific. Psychology, p.42, lists the i' following senses: taste-;-smell, sight, hearing, touch, pressure~ 
ti warmth, cold, tickle, vibration, pain, vertigo, movement (kin- i! j! esthesis), sexual, and fatigue. There are other classifications~ 
H but Dunlap's is as satisfactory as any. There would obviously be 
li dif!iculty in testing for certain varieties of synaesthesia. ii 
' 
---~~-- --~·---------~- ·---
----· --- ----
5 
ii 
II 
'i 
I 
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l
'l"ariety that occurs most frequently. According to Wheeler, there' 
may be photlsms or: 1 
II a/ isolated tones / 
.I ,,1 b/ noises 
c/ music I 
d/ chords 
e/ 
f/ 
vowels 
consonants 
II 
I, 
'I 
J g/ words [
1 
i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1' / names of people and other proper names [ 
2'/ common parts of speech I 
3'/ days of the week I 
4;/ months of the year i 
5' / seasons 
6'/ epochs of history 
7i/ virtues and other abstract terms 
a•; phases of human life 
II 
li ii 
9' / names of tastes '' I /; II !! 
I! •I ::~~.:-· ,, ..... li 
~~-~ i/ dates ·
1
/ 
II 
1
11The most frequent of the other varieties are colored lines, col-'1 
I I 
' I 
I
J,_J ored forms and figures, colored. tastes, co~ored ~dora, colored II 
!r li pain, colored pleasantness 11nd unpl~asantness, ar1d col_orEjd~mo- il 
6 
11 tional complexes. Other f'orms of synaesthesia are very rare. i] 
i. 1/ Cf. Wheeler, ~ Synaesthesia of ~ Blind Subject, pp.32-33. /' 
1: The varieties are arranged in a descending order of frequency. I 
-- -- . - - -,··=r.cc='·=' _ li 
!: 
--------------
~ i 
!: ,, 
n 
ii 
__._,.._-___ -- " -_.o· --~ --. 
7-__ ---=:::.-:--'-:::.: .. -."0..."':'l..:-:-:iE"""._ ---~~ .. -cO~:-~"-~---·-~-
I 
I II 7 ===~~ ----4~c~==~ccc_n 
!'Frequently, however, the synaesthetic has personifications of I 
- -=--- ··-
[letters, digits, and days of the week, making such associations 
I !;with greater ease and retaining them longer than the non-syn-
Jiaesthetic •1 
5/ A synaesthetic usually has more than one vari-
lety of synaesthesia. 2 (Cutsforth has as many as thirteen.)3 
6/ There are probably no two synaesthetics who 
have exactly the same associations. The photism of "a" may be 
i 4 · .. 
l
any tint or shade of any color. In one case, plunging the hands 
1 into cold water induced a red photism. 5 In another, the photism I I 
[or "yellow" was light green for the first letters and red for the 
jllast.6sometimes, the origin of associations like these can be -~ 
!
'I traced. Rimbaud' s vowel associations (A, black:; E, white; I, red; 
' - I' 
:!o, blue; U, green) have been explained as the result of Rimbaud' ~ 
II - -- ! 
I/ having studied in an old ABC book in which the vowels were col- I 
' -
1
! orad as they are in Voyelles. 7 
tl 
'I I 
liactness. At times, even the standard color papers are not ade-
1
[ 
1
1 -------------------11 
I :1 1 1/ Ibid., p.33; Whipple, Two cases of synaesthesia, p•390:. I! 
l
j 2/ C.S.Myers, ! ~of s'Yiiiesthesiii:;"records a case in which ! 
1
there are photism& of voices only. ! 
IIi 3/ cr. Wheeler, Synaesthesia of.! Blind Subject, pp.39-40. I 
I 4/. Ibid., p. 35. I!, __ ' 
1 5/ Whipple, !!£ cases of synaesthesia, P• 392. I 6/ cr. Galton , Inquiries~ Human Faculty, pp.l08-110,for 
i other examples. - 11 
I
I 7{ Cf. S)'lllons, The Symbolist Movement in Literature, p. 290. [! 
tTh s and the paragraph at the top of thiS page(7) indicate that I 
i synaesthetic associations may, at times, have been originally II 
i mnemonic. II 
I 'I 
I I 
7/ The photisms can be identified with great ex-
, I 
I 1' - ·-;::::=_·.~b:----=~-.:::.=:::.-=------------·-:-:;:_=-::::-.==~--;:::::=;:::::::::::::::::..::==~.:::::...-_:_;::;=.:; __ :__-:::_::--=-====::-__ :::::-_:-~-=_.::.:~:-::::-. :::::::.::::_-_ _:_:::_-::::=-:~.-:-:-::.:~·_:::_:::;._- .-:-:: .• :...--:=--:.....--= ±:-::-::·=.-:;-_::::::=-._---::-' ' ' ii i 
: ' I 
I 
~ c ~'=~O~~C ,-c~-~ ~-==~==~C.,,, -~~:~~ C !' - ~;; ~~~~:~.-::;;-,, ~, ~, 
lr 
11 8 
li 
-~--=--===-:-:==:::-.=::::...-:::;::"==---==tt-=~.:::::.::_::-_-.:__ . '"~~-~--·-·-·-' quate ~1====== 
ii 
8/ The secondary sensations are localized as if II 
they were the primary ones.2 For instance, in a case of colored 1J 
taste reported by Miss Downey, the taste-colors were localized [I 
1l 
in the mouth.3 Where the linking 1s highly emotional, as in co1-!i 
I' 
orad music, the photisms are not usually localized.4 
9/ Photisms can be suppressed when they clash 
5 
with colors in the environment. 
10/ There seems to be no instance of reversible 
il 
!! ,, 
:i 
!I II 
[I 
,I 
! i' 
I 
synaesthetic association. Colored hearing and tonal vision, for ;, 
instance, do not occur in the same individual.6 
,I 
I' 
11/ Although synaesthetic imagery does not vary 
qualitatively, its intensity may vary with the state of the ner-1 
vous system. 
vividness or 
An increase in 
the photisms. 7 
emotional intensity increases the 
8 Fever will do the same. Fatigue 
sometimes increases the vividness and at other times decreases 
,, 
I[ 
'I II I, 
I! 
'I 
'I !i 
i! 
,, 
~---------------------------------------------------,, 
1/ Op. cit., p.l07. 1j] 
2/ cr. Ginsberg, A~ of synaesthesia, p.588. ,, 
3/ cr. Downey, A~ of colored gustation, P• 528. ill 
4/ cr. Whipple, Two cases of synaesthesia, p. 378. 
5/ cr. Downey, l'OC:" cit. ~- 11 
I 6/ cr. Kelly, An experimental attem~, P• 320. [I 
!: 7/ Cf. Kerr, Synaesthetic factors J!! judging the voice, pp. 169!.. 
~~ 70; llyers, !!£ cases of synaesthesia, p. 113. ~ _ II 8/ cr. Downey, Creative Imagination, P• 103. 
:: 9/ "These impressions of colors become more intense, vivid, and 
:striking when the person is fatigued. • W .0 .Krohn, Pseudo-chrom-
esthesia, p. 36. 
1
1 "These color feelings are most pronounced when the nervous 
~ystem is least fatigued." F.B.Dresslar, Are chromaesthesias 
variable? , p. 382. 
:i 
:i 
il ~.c==~~ ~~c====================-±T===· 
II 
'I 
I 
·! 
r::~:-,_"·-~:- -~ ~~===~~~- ~: :~~~~~,=-~- :>F;-~--- - -·- - ---~-:~·----:,_::: 
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The rest of this thesis is based, essentially, up- !I 
;,'./on the facts presented in the preceding pages. 1 jl 
~ I ~--------------------------------------------------~~ 
'I )I 
!/ 
:I 
I 
1/ Wheeler's ~-Synaesthesia 2f ~ Blind Subject and Kelly's 
~experimental attempt to_ produce artiflcial_chromaeathesia 
£.I ~. technigue P.!_ ~ conditioned _response a_re the sources 
of most of this section. 
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III 
PSEUDO-SYNAESTHESIA 
.I 
I 
1tlEFINITION OF PSEUDO-SYNAESTHESIA 
There is considerable synaesthetic imagery in Eng-
rl 
!iish and American poetry of all periods, although the percentage ~~s highest in the Elizabethan, Romantic, and modern 
/lhe Elizabethans, 
'I 
It 
Shakespeare seems to have used it most. The 
' 
" 'mantic poetry containing the most synaesthetic imagery is that ofi[ 
,, 
I, I 
Poe, Shelley, and Keats; the 
I 
modern poetry includes that of John !i 
1pould Fletcher, E.E. Cummings, William Carlos Williams, Hart 
I' !Crane, Amy Lowell, and the three 51 twells. Usually, however, 
'I 
It 
!imagery seems to 
i; 
be the result of one of the rarest kinds of 
i! li 
the 11 
,, 
II 
syn_., 
:t 
·! 
111esthesia -tonal vision, or the hearing of light. The most com-
II 
if 
,men type, colored hearing, rarely occurs.1 This suggests that 
I 
'there are two kinds of synaesthesia in literature - true and 
~seudo- synaesthesia. 
Pseudo-synaesthesia can be defined negatively as 
,, 
!: 
r: 
!j 
I! 
syn-; 
! 
;,aesthetic imagery not having the characteristics of true synaes- ] 
,[ 
'tthesia: 
. :r 
:1 1/ If the imagery is on the imaginal instead of 
!I, the sense level, it is pseudo-synaesthetic: 
"You are beautiful and faded, ,i 
ik t 
1!1
1 L e an old opera une 
, . Played upon a harpsichord. • • " 2 ,
1 
liThia is a deliberate comparison, based on an intellectual and li 
/:emotional congruity. 3 if 
1!1, fz Amery. Hearn, Letters, pp. 58-,-.10~5""'-l"'0"6..-,-,l;-"1~2n-.----------!.'! 
Lowell, ~ Lady. ,, li 3/ cr. p. 2. :1 
,, I' li il 
,, 
' 
II 
1
ery is at least 
== ~-... -'"1111 
j! 12 i! 
" -- --- --------~- i 1 ---~ ------------- --- -- ---- cc.===~-"~-'"'"'=cc=-=====---==rrcccccc'-" 
2/ If the associations are reversible, the !mag-)) 
partly pseudo-synaesthetic •1 This passage from \[ 
II II I Amy 
il 
Lowell's !h! Water Stair is an example or a reversing assoc- j 1 
I 
i1at1on: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:r 
"Crimson heels, silver clocks, 
them whines 
I 
,I 
the shock of li 
With the shrillness of flutes 
atmosphere, 
'I I, 
in the thick: il 
II ll Purple flutes fading silver and rose 
through the pines • • • • " 
II ),i i: 
!, 
3/ If the imagery can be traced to another poet, 1/ 
,, 
pseudo-synaesthetic, for it is unlikely that two persons 
ii 
I[ 
i( 'lit is 
lr 
'!would have the same fixed idiosyncratic associat1on.2 Amy 
,[borrowed "explode" from Fletcher: 3 
II 
Loweu!i 
i ~ 
!I 
! 
I 
I 
"Dawns explode in bleeding lights •••• • 
-Amy Lowell,Memorandum Confided El 
~ Yucca !£ ~ Passion-Vine 
"In the humid gardens of my soul, 
The crimson peonies explode ••••• • 
-Fletcher,Irradiations:XI 
ii 
li 
ii 
i! 
II 
I' il 
I' r! 
I' 
II 
I' II 
i! 
i' II i[ 4/ If' the secondary sensation is not localized II 
las if it were the primary sensation, the image may be pseudo- 11 
!!synaesthetic. 4 This is an example of what is probably true col- 1! 
il orad touch: li 
~~--------------------------------'1 
il 1/ cr. p. s:1o • 
" 2/ cr. p. 7:6 • 
il 
!I 
----- ~----'' 
3/ For the influence 
4/ Cf'. p. 8 :8 • 
of Fletcher upon Amy Lowell, cr. p. 33 • 
!: 
!) 
i! 
!I ;; 
============---=-=-=-~===~~-===== 
II 
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1 "And lost in pleasure, Touching with dazzled 
hand ••••• " 
I 
:=c~====-,~===== ~--------, 
at her feet he sinks, 
lips her starlight 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I -Keats, Endymion:Book IV 
\or course, the secondary sensation may be localized in a pseudo-
1 
'I synaesthetic 1mage,or 1t may not be localized in a true synaes-
1 . 
1. the tic image •1 
5/ If there is a variation in the secondary sen-
1 sations; some of the imagery, at least, will be pseudo-synaes• 
1 thetic. The following lines are taken from the poetry of Miss 
rl S1twell: 
I 
"Whinnying, whines like grass, the air •••• " 
" •••• where laughter 
Shook the hen-cackling grass of Hell •••• " 
-~ Amelot 
" •••• our voices thin and shrill 
As the steely grasses' thrill •••• " 
-Trio for Two Cats and a 
Tr'Oiiibone - -- - -
"So now, by wintry hen•plumed seas, 
In cackling grass •••• " 
-Country cousin:! 
"The grass is springing pale, alone, 
Tuneless as a quartertone ••••• " 
II 
1-
'1 
1: 
If 
' 
i 
' I 
•I 
! 
' 
1/ cr. G.M. Whipple, Two cases of synaesthesia, p. 378. 
2/ A true synaesthetic association remains constant for 
i 
I· 
1: years. 11 
,: 
~· 
' I 
• 
_, ___ .~ -·---·- -- '.._..,._.-._.,.. ~ 
I 
" •••• the grasses that 
quack 
On the castle walls: 
· back; • • • • " 
like goslings 
'Bring Gargotte 
~~ Professor Speaks 
"Grass creaks like a carrion-bird's 
voice, rattles, 
Squeaks like a wooden shuttle •••• " 
~Gold Coast Customs 1 
6/ If the image can be explained by something 
1::::s::::i:~i:::::a:::r:::::~::i::· t:: ~:~r::::1:1:::u::~ ~~~~ 
If . . 
[i gether. the two elements in a synaesthetic image. can be dis- II 
llcovered, the image is pseudo~synaesthetic.2 In the quotation f: 
I 1! 
Iabove, from Gold Coast Customs, the two elements in the first II 
'!line are "Grass" and "creaks like a carrion-bird' s voice". The 1 
I
I 
llink is .found in "black grass", found on the same page. In the I! 
:!quotation from Countrl Cousin, the link is included in the pas- 'I 
II II' 
11 sage. The next few pages are variations on the theme stated in 
II this paragraph. 11 
1------------------------------------------------------------------il 
I' ! 
, 1/ C.f • p. ia. I 
l
r.'.' 2/ There is a link binding together the elements in a true I' 
synaesthetic image, also; but this link, even when 1t has I 
1
f beentdiscoveried,tisRmieabnindgless. Rimbauhd' s ABC may have
11 
'11' 
II mean someth ng o m au once, but t e reader of Voye es if would find no clue as to the nature of the linking. cr.p.7:6:• 
'I On the other hand, if the links have meaning, they can be 
II traced. cr. p. xxx11a,.f.f. for an example of the tracing of 
li links. 
li 
It 
I 
ji 
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Ill 
i: 
II 
" li ORIGINS OF PSEUDO-SYNAESTHESIA 
t! -
]i CORRESPONDENCES 
1: 
I! ,, When a language is very young, there are names for 
i! 
I only a few simple objects and actions. The language grows when-
ii ,, 
il 
it 
II ,, 
,, 
!i 
II 
~ : ,, 
,, 
!i 
lj 
il 
I' 
i' 1: 
ii 
'I I. ~~ver someone notes a similarity, or correspondence. Perhaps some I' 
II i! 1person wants a word to describe the act of eating meat. He sees 
I 
[~hat the teeth divide the meat into two pieces and so his word 
/ror "divide" becomes a symbol of seizing with the teeth • .Many 
jl !I 
li 
II II 
] 1 • II 
'generations later, another person puts some quinine-bark into hiS! 
' 'i ~kouth and exclaims, "It bites!" Later, the form is changed and [i 
< i) 
!,it becomes, "It is bitter.d Generations after this, some unfor-11 
'i ,J I' /tunate person realizes that the feeling of remorse and the reac- ~~ 
i tion to quinine have much in common, and so he sighs that "re- il 
imorse is bitter", not knowing, perhaps, that someone else has !i 
I' !, 
I' 11 !,also felt the similarity. ("Remorse" is derived from the Latin !i 
,! li 
i"re" and "mordere","to bite back".) This is one way of saying '' :: 
il 
,that every language is a "house that Jack built" of metaphors, I' 
!i 
" 
ii 
I which were in turn built of correspondences. 
!i In the last quarter or the nineteenth century, the !i 
II 
li ii 
i:t'rench Symbolists, while retaining the Parnassian emphasis on li 
!'sensuous symbols, turned from expressing the sensuous to express,;) 
fling the spiritual and emotional. By using, for the most part, f,
1
• 
I! I' I____________________________ ill
1: . i' 
15 
~~ 1/ "Bhid"(Sanskrit)-divide; "bitan"(A.S.)-b1te; bitter. rl 
:: ..... ~~=·~·-==~~··=·· ..... c Jl .... ,, i; 
ronly 
II 
conc~ete symbols to ~ec~eate a mood, the Symbolists i imposed
1
i 
!!upon themselves a 11mitation,which was partly 
II 
I 
compensated fo~ by I 
!i ,, 
l!a r~eer g~ouping of 
! 
li 
equiv• ,) 
II 
words and the use of freer forms. The 
lialent 
,! 
selecting ji of subtle and fluctuating moods was achieved by 
:lworos 
!I 
I' 
fo~ their connotative and melodic values and,with these, 
ii building up a poem which was to 
J: 
be felt rather than understood. 
I II I 
:I 
''A third way of compensating was to find 
I. 
correspondences not only:: 
lrbetween the abstract and the concrete (as with "remorse" and :I 
!I 
)1 "bitter") but between the concrete and the concrete, each in a ·, 
: different sense modality. To Rimbaud, especially, the true poet 
1
\ 
:·was one who could methodically confuse all the senses. This typ- i[ 
.leal Symbolist conception was derived from Baudelaire's 
CORRESPONDENCES 
In Nature's temple living pillars rise, 
And words are murmured none have understood, 
And man must wander through a tangled wood 
Of symbols watching him with friendly eyes. 
As long-drawn echoes heard far-off and dim 
Mingle to one deep sound and fade away; 
Vast as the night and brilliant as the day, 
Colour and sound and perfume speak to him. 
Some perfumes are as fragrant as a child, 
Sweet as the sound of hautboys, meadow-green; 
Others, corrupted, rich, exultant, wild, 
Have all the expansion of things infinite: 
As amber, incense, musk, and benzoin, 
Which sing the sense's and the soul's del1ght.l 
-F.P.sturm, trans. 
II 
11
1 
q 
11 
II 
II ,, 
I! 
li 
'I 
:: 
ii 
!I ]I 
,'1 
ll 
'I 
:I 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
i 
ii 
!I 
" I! 
------------------------------------------------- --------~--i! 
I/ cr. 
Uiss 
were 
tier 
Downey, Creative Imagination, pp. 96-97. According to 
Downey, the two writers who influenced Baudelaire most 
both true synaesthetics. Poe had tonal vision and Gau-
had colored hearing. 
==== 
I! 
li 
il 
il 
·· i~cc~- cc_~. 
'I 
--~---~--· -~_::_· 
•• 
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'I 
' 
I' 
CORRESPONDANCES I II II 
"\ i' La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers; 
Laissent parfois sortir de confus~s pat'oles; [1 
L1 homme y passe ~traver's des forets de 1 
symboles I! 
Qui 1 1 observant 
1
avec des regal:'ds familiet's. 11 
Comma de longs echos qui de loin se con- 11 fondant 1 1 1 'i Dans une tenebreuse et pl:'ofonde unite,, ij 
Vasta comma la nuit et comma la clarte, ·, 
Les parfums, les couleul:'s et lea sons se ~~~:.' 
r6pondent. 
,I 
Il est des pal:'fums frais 
d 1 enfants 1 
Doux comme lea hautbois, 
prairies, 
-Et d 1 autres, corrompus, 
phants, 
comma des chairs 
verts comma les 
riches et triom-
!I 
l1 
' 
" •I 
ii 
" ii 1: 
li 
ij Ayant 1 1 expansion des choses infinies, 'I 
Comma l 1 ambt'e, le muse, le benjoin et l 1 encens1 Qui chantent les transports de 1 1 espt'it et q 
des sans. ,, 
II 
ii i' 
There are some relationships between the senses that'j 
I• 
are so common that we do not think of them,ordinarily 1 as being 
sense correspondences at all. In describing a voice, it is nee .. 1 
I' II 
essary to use terms drawn from modes other than that of hearing.;j 
" li 
I' 
' 
Terms are borrowed from the vocabulary of touch .. hard, soft, 
i' 
!, rough, smooth, mellow, dry, biting, velvety, silky; from the 
I' 
vocabulary of sight - colorless, drab, gl:'ay, pale, purple; from 1: ! . 
:I 
that or taste - sweet, bitter; from that of heat and cold - icy,·J 
:warm, cool; and from that of kinaesthesia • tense, relaxed, or 
! steady. In describing a color, it may be characterized as cool 
i 
:or warm, near or far, loud or soft, sweet or bitter. Just as a 
I 
:voice may be high or low, a color may be light or heavy. "Cool 
i. 
' 
., ,, 
j! 
rl ,. 
I 
il 
!J 
I il 
'I 
ll 
17 
• 
,, 
I 
,voice" is typical. It is, like all other figures, based on a sim·' 
I ! 
I 
ilarity. The correspondence between "cool" and "voice" is made 
clear by this diagram: 
cool • not hot - blood not warmed 
voice - not excited - blood not warmed 
This may not be the correct linking, but it is typical of the way 
' 
,, 
i·' 
many of the pseudo-synaesthetic images come into existence. ,, 
11 
:j 
I, 
I' !i Poets are usually more sensitive to sounds than the li 
il 
average person; otherwise, they wouldn't be poets. Also, civ- I! 
l: 
1li:r;ation causes us to develop a considerable sensitivity to !I 
;visual stimuli. As a result, poets find more correspondences be- !J 
1 tween things seen and things heard than between the stimuli in 
1any other two modes. Amy Lowell's "Dawns explode •••• " can be 
!agrammed like this:l 
dawn - sudden,up,red 
I 
I' 
explode - sudden,up,red 
The images are usually like those of tonal vision instead of 
I 
'colored hearing, for the value of the latter is limited by the 
!:frequent lack of agreement as to what a color symbolizes. Most 
II 
II 
II 
i! 
i ~ ,, 
ii 
l'Of the pseudo-chromaesthetic images are really kinaesthetic 1m- i 
I 
!'ages of music which the reader reads as a visual image. The fol- :: 
I' 
i: :j 
1 owing passage is an example: il 
il ,, 
1
',! :! 
!I 
' '----------------------------------- I 
i1 
1 1/ cr. p. 12. ;: 
' 
!I 
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19 
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li 
11 A single note which spread and spread 
----··-- .. ·----------- -··r:-----il 
1, Till it filled the room with a shimmer 
I like gold, . 
I 
And noises shivered throughout its length, 
1
1 
And tried its strength. • • • I 
' And balls of fire spurted through, I 
( Spitting yellow, and mauve, and blue.... I 
I II 
I
I -Amy Lowell, The Cremona Violin d 
ill [l 
I FREE ASSOCIATION '
1 
Jl The later Symbolists and those who followed them be-l 
J! gan to write poetry influenced by Freud and other students of li 
II the subconscious. The real self', the subconscious, is so unstable 
llthat only a subconsciously linked chain or symbols can .form a li 
i[ satisfactory equivalent. The Dadaists carried this to an extreme J[ 
1Jby calling the products of automatic writing poems. 
11 · 
'i Free association, when wholly subconscious as in a ! . -
:dream, may result in pseudo:..synaesthetic imagery. Havelock Ellis 
!reports this dream of' his own: "· ••• I seemed to see on a 
' I 
!table a small hand-gong of a common type, struck by a hammer, I 
1
,' but on striking it repeatedly, it produced nashes of light [j 
~~ . I! 
I
I instead of the sounds normally produced by a gong ••••• In my 1, 
I I' 
1
fdream I discovered a resemblance which actually exists between 11 
'i II 
/1 a gong of the type in question and the lever-handle for turning Jl 
II on the electric light, soothing a certain doubt by saying to 1, 
,,,, . . i! 
II 
[/myself in my dream that the instrument served both .for the pro- (: 
i' 1 
11 duct ion of sound and light ••••• " Because of the conception of 
I' 
II ~~------------------------------------------------------------------11 
Ill/ cr. Ellis, The World of Dreams, PP• 40-41. 
I' 
---~--
ii 
II 
i[ 
II 
I! 
. , 
correspondences, some of the Symbolist's images are at least 
partly the result of conscious linking. In the poetry of free 
I 
association, where other-than-causal linking is a technique, 
i 
the associations are sometimes partly conscious, for it is dif-
'ficul t to be consciously unconscious. (Free association is the 
i 
basis of all imagery, but in this thesis, the term is used in 
' 
i: 
" 
ii 
" i; 
" !I 
1: 
I< I! I, 
II 
II 
I 
:I 
i 
,a limited sense as applying to the modern technique of conscious~~ 
<I 
l II ly linking elements as they might be linked in a dream. Sometime~ 
'the linking is actually subconscious, but since the subconscious :I 
:associations are difficult to control, such a procedure rarely If 
'results in a worthwhile poem.) 
I 
li 
li 
:I 
'i il 
! 
ii 
li 
,I 
If 
ii II 
I' 
,I 
li 
I' I! 
I !I 
'I [i 
li 
! 
-
Here are illustrations of free association chosen 
from the poetry of Edith Sitwell: 
"The cur,-black leaves 
Are cawing like a rook ••••• " 
-Pavane 
"The leopard-skin musty 
Leaves that shine 
With an animal smell both thick and fusty •••• " 
-~ Coast Customs 
"While in the floating and mysterious leaves 
A silver sound like some forgotten music 
grieves ••••• " 2 
-The Sleeping Beauty:l 
"Green wooden leaves clap light away -
The showman's face is cubed •••• • 
-Springing~ 
1 1/ Cf. Appendix A(pp. ia-xlviia) for the role that subconscious 
linking can, at times,play in the creation of a poem. 
1
' 2/ Cf. PP• xlva-xlvia. 
i 
.I 
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,! ji 
il 
I! 
!J 
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II 
il 
li 
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II 
li 
I' i[ 
!i 
!r 
'! 
ii 
II 
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I 
I 
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I ,, 
li ... .·c=c.=~cc·=-=7'-[f~'~=" 
I
I "Thick gold spangles on those leaves are seen ~·~.: 
Like the sharp twanging of a mandolins •••• " 
11 -Elegy .£!! Dead Fashion 'i 
Ill II: CONCENTRATION L ...... , .~~ .::::::.::::: :· ,:: :::::::.::·:;·:::.::: 1 II 
I This is true not only of Imagist poetry but of all other poetry ·I 
'i 1 i I /!Negatively, concentration s achieved by s mply omitting all ir-~ 
jfrelevant elements; positively, it is achieved through the selec-~ 
I
I tivity of figures of speech. For instance, in Memorandum Con-
I -- I 
,I fided Ju ! Yucca to ! Passion-Vine, Amy Lowell characterizes 
i [dawn. If, by any chance, she thought at this time about the 
il celestial mechanics of a dawn, she discarded the thought as ir- ,1 
II ~~~relevant. After discarding all irrelevancies that she could in I 
II this way, she had left the sensuous elements of dawn. Then, she I 
li obtained an elimination of all but the essence of dawn by using ,I 
, II 
I) a figure, "Dawns explode", or "dawns 1 sudden red flare". 2 11 
, 1
1
1 
II Suppose that another poet doesn 1 t accept "explode" !I 
[lor "sudden red flare" as the essence of dawn. Instead, dawn is li 
I' ~~~~· II characterized by its "yellowness" and its "noisiness"; and so ' 
I! she combines these two elements into a figure by simply making 1
1 
I li 
1; one modify the other, justifying her doing so by pointing to !' 
il :i II "sudden red flare". The second stating of the essence of dawn is!i 
I 
I 
1: 
1/Cf. 
2/Cf. 
Untermeyer, Moder~ American Poetry, p. 17. 
P• 18. I: 
--· t~L~ ======= · -1~ - ---- --- -- ----- --- ···-------.. -- . _______ " _________ _ 
I 
:I ,, 
If 
il ,, 
II 
" 
. ___ ...:._.:.:._::.~-=:::::::::.~..:.:::..=..::.:__ 
I ,, 
' 
.' ' 
I 
in 
"Let no sunrise' yellow noise 
Interrupt this ground." 
-Emily Dickinson, Ample Make This Bed 
A third poet chooses still other coeval symbols, but 
addition, conceives of an imaginary relationship between the 
symbols: 
~ 
"Ecstatic bird songs pound 
the hollow vastness of the sky 
with metallic clinkings -
beating color up into it 
at a far edge, -beating it, beating it 
with rising, triumphant ardor, -
stirring it into warmth, 
quickening in it a spreading change, -
bursting wildly against it as 
dividing the horizon, a heavy sun 
lifts himself - is lifted -
bit by bit above the edge 
of things, - runs free at last 
out into the open -~ lumbering 
glorified in full release upward -
songs cease. 
-William Carlos Williams 
'ln Williams' poem, sense data from three modes are brought into 
}elationship. 
1
1
1 !! NERVOUS DISORDERS 
ii I :il When a person is fatigued mentally, his ability to 
1inake subtle sensuous discriminations suffers. At the same time, · [ .. 
il 
I 
in all nervous disorders, the conscious mind has a tendency 
"wander", thereby permitting a greater degree of free assoc-
---·'=-====== 
22 
••iation.1 Such a condition could be responsible for the creation 
of imagery resembling that in the quotations on the preceding 
1 page. 
" 
Consider what happens when we look at a ventrilo-
quiet's dummy. If we fix our attention on the dummy only, he 
seems to speak. The voice and the dummy being the only elements 
in the situation, we link one to the other, aided by the ven-
triloquist's manipulation of the dummy. But we usually trans-
fer our attention back and forth between the ventriloquist and 
his dummy and,so,occasionally break the illusion. 
Now suppose that while looking at a shore-line, a 
'very tired woman, possibly with a fever, hears a cricket. 2Being 
, half asleep, she can focus her attention on only one thing at a 
:! time, and, in this instance, it is the shore-line. She hears a 
sound but does not identify it as that of a cricket, for this 
,, 
:! 
:: 
:i ;; 
' 
' I 
' 
,, 
'I [i 
I' 
,• 
·:: 
' I• li 
I' 
:j 
I· ,, 
:I 
;j 
II 
'I 
!I ,, 
'I I, 
!i 
il 
'I II 
'I I 
II 
'I I· ,I 
!' 
' II 
II 
il 
rl 
il 
I' II 
mente in the field of her consciousness - the shore-line and an J/ 
II 
unidentified sound. Because the attention shifts but slowly whenl 
'would require a shifting of attention. There are now two ele-
. ,1) 
the person is half asleep, there is nothing to prevent the link-'! ,, 
!' ing of the two elements: i! ij 
!i 
'I ,, 
'I :· "I must be mad, or very tired, 1 1 
i' When the curve of a blue bay beyond a railroad! 
,, I 
•r track :,,,• !i Is shrill and sweet to me like"the sudden 3 J! springing of a tune • • • • 'I 
J] I 
I' ------------------------------'1 ~~ 1/ Cf. Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel, P• 529 • I' 
1 2/ "Cricket" is-i symbol of whatever it was Miss Lowell may have 
' ~a~. ! 
3/ Amy Lowell, Meeting-House .!!.!!1 • [1 
,I 
23 
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Compare the passage just quoted with~the --following: : 
il 
"Through the one hundred and sixty decorated 
streets of the Sanno quarter, 
Trails the prrcession, 
With a bright slowness, 
To the music of flutes and drums ••••• 
Sword bearers, 
Spear bearers • • • • " 
-Amy Lowell, ~ ~ Keys 
"Curve •••• shrill" is, like synaesthetic images, the product of 
2 
,a comparatively passive association. "Bright slowness" , on the 
' I, 
i! 
,: 
;I 
II 
I 
:i 
I 
:: 
1: 
ji 
I 
I' 
!I 
\\ 
'I q 
I 
'other hand, has significance as the essence of the parade. 
1: 
' 
' 
' I 
i 
1: 
1/ "Bright" suggests, incorrectly in this case,- a passage quot-~~ 
ed by Hartmann on pp. 403-404 of Changes in Visual Acuity, i! 
" 'During the past decade, Hornbostel •••• has carried on the- 1'! 
oretical and experimental investigations on the so-called i 
"unity of the senses", the main outcome of which has been the' 
discovery of a common suprasensory factor known as "bright-
ness". It is the characteristic shared by most high-pitched 
tones, "loud" colors, penetrating but pleasant odors, sharp 
"pointed" tactual stimuli as opposed to blunt surfaces, etc. 
The strongest evidence in favor of its existence is the cur-
ious triangular equation easily obtained from large groups. 
If one produces on the color wheel greys resulting from five 
different proportions of black and white and_ presents with 
each a definite tone, there is considerable agreement that 
one and only one of the greys has a "brightness value" most 
like the sound •••• a given odor can similarly be equated 
with the previous grey, and •••• this can be indirectly 
checked by equating the odor with the tone originally used. 
• • • • '! 
2/ Imagery derived from the use of hasheesh or mescal are also 
passive, and therefore of little poetic value. 
-·----~--~-~~ -----
_ __::::::::.:_-=:-::;_---=-----~-~--~-
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I 
The linking in Meeting-House Hill- is- non;:.emotionaiTii=~c-~=-
- ' 
' in~ as Keys is only slightly 
more emotional in its linking: 
emotional. This is a lit- '1 il 
I' 
"Green rustlings, more-than-regal charities 
Drift coolly from that tower of whispered 
light ••••• " 
-Hart Crane, Royal Palm 
this still more emotional: 
:r 
'I 
"Les houles, en roulant les images des cieux,il 
Mihaient d'une facon solennelle et mystique Jj 
Les tout-puissants accords de leur riche 
11
. 
musique 1 1 1, Aux couleurs du couchant reflete par mea I' 
yeux ..... " j[ 
-Baudelaire, ~ Y!! Antefieure ii il 
,: 
skies "The rolling surge that mirrored all the 
Mingled its music, turbulent and rich, 
Solemn and mystic, with the colours which 
The setting sun reflected in my eyes ••••• " 
-F.P.Sturm, trans. 
"The ocean, strewn with sliding images of 
the sky, 
Would mingle in a mysterious and solemn 
way, 
Under the wild brief sunsets, its tremen-
dous cry 
With the reflected colours or the ruined 
day ••••• " 
-George Dillon, trans. 
,, 
" I' 1: 
i! 
[t 
li 
II 
1: 
II 
1\ li 
i' 
' 
' 
I 
I 
: The greatest degree or emotion is illustrated by these three 
1 stanzas from Tout Entiere: 
"Lorsque tout me ravit,j'ignore 
Si quelque chose me seduit, 
Elle eblouit comma l'Aurore 
Et console comme la Nuit; 
I 26 
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ri 
I 
I 
i! 
" 
Et l'harmonie est trap exquise, 
Qui gouverne tout son beau corps, 
Pour que l'impulssante analyse 
En note les nombreux accords. 
0 mJtamorphose mystique 
De tous mea sene fondue en un~ 
Son haleine fait la musique, 
Comme sa voix fait le parfum!" 1 
"When she is near, I cannot say 
What gives me such intense delight. 
She dazzles like the break of day, 
She comforts like the fall of night. 
"My senses seem to merge in one; 
The harmony that rules her being 
Is all my knowledge - I have none 
Of hearing, smelling, touching, seeing. 
"No, no. 
In this 
Perhaps 
Perhaps 
I cannot make a choice 
sublime bewilderment. 
the music of her scent: 
the perfUme of her voice!" 
-George Dillon, trans. 
l1' It is almost axiomatic to say that the stronger the 
I! 
~~motion, the more correspondences can be discovered, and the 
!nearer the images to unity. Sometimes, a strong emotion cannot, 
I! 
if'or some reason, be expressed, and so it builds up until there 
It 2 · 
:; is an "explosion". The result of' this "explosion" has been 
I ,: 
!identified with the widely known religious ecstasy. 
!I II 
i[ 
II 
II 
il 
I tl 
I' 
I 
It is usually difficult, in analyzing poetry, to 
1/ Baudelaire • 
2/ cr. Leuba, The Psycholofy of Religious Mysticism, p. 26ff. 
"We shall see-In partlcu ar-rhat a glorious freshness and 
brightness of visual sensation may be observed after intense 
moral crises, as Christian conversion, or after certain ner-
vous disorders, as on recovering from a fever." 
I 
I! 
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"~ 
!tinguish between the imagery of strong emotion and ecstasy. In 
(both, there is utilization of personification like this: 1 
I 
I [I 
I! 
1: d ,, 
I' !I 
ii ,, 
'I I' 
,I ji 
II I 
II 
II !! 
" •••• wild dew crying of some long-still 
dream • ....... " 
-Edith Sitwell, The Warmth of Spring 
"Forgotten as a fire that once was singing 
gold . ••• • 
-Sara Teasdale, Let It Be Forgotten 
"I only know that summer sang in me 
A little while, that in me sings no more." 
-Millay, !!h!.!: Lips !!I Lips Have Kissed 
"The clean bones crying in the flesh ••••• " 
-Elinor Wylie, Full ~ 
II 
•• where clouds laughing move ••••• • • • 
-Fletcher, Irradiations:XIV 
"· , , .musical white spring •••• • 
-E.E.Cummings, Sonnet 
"Wild", "cry", "sing", "laugh", "musical", and "burning" areal 
associated, at times, with ecstatic emotion. Several of these 
images are found in this passage, from one of Miss Sitwell's 
early poems: 
Our heartstrings were the music of the suns 
When their strong youth comes freshened from 
deep seas; 
We were the perfumed portals of the dawn -
The singing gardens of the Pleiades. 
!, 
ij I, 
'I 
1/ Cf. the two quotations, P• 25. -,, 
!1 
!I 
II 
! t~ 
~~~~~~~~~~.m~~~~~~====~-==~c~~~ 
II I 
., II 
f! ======~~~=============================================~e--~=-
,, 1'. 
~-) 
if The vineyards of the world, our heavy locks I 
11 When all the fruits of summer shout for joy; 
Ill Our eyelids were the chambers of the south, 'I The gold light drips therefrom like frankin-
1
,1 cense. 
Then madness blew on us, a mighty wind: 
1[ The palaces of light are overthrown 
I' And broken lie the rainbows, their great harps, i I With burning music muted by the dust ••••• " 
I -Edith Sitwell, The Madness of Saul l 
"Sweet", "silver", and "golden" are usually associ-
1,1 
2 
:ated with less intense, though equally vague,emotions. ,3 
II 
I 
il ,, 
i! 
1: 
I• i' 
!j 
'I I; 
I 
:j 
i 
I 1/ Poe's The Sleeper suggests the origin of some of the imager~ 
in this poem. 
2/ Cf. PP• iiia, va, xxvia • 
3/ General references ar•e :Beach, Th!!_ Twentieth Century Novel; 
Abry, Histoire; Deutsch, This ~odern Poetry. 
.'! 
' ,j 
I 
'I 
:I ,, 
' 
' ,, ,, 
·! 
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iDIFFF.RENTIATIOU OF FALSE AND TRUE SYNAF.STHr:TIC nt/,GF.RY IN ~ 
i Por;Tr:Y _OF _A1iY LO'fi"En :I __ _ 
By applying the data accumulated in tho preced!nr 
, sections, it is possible to distinguish with fair certainty 
between a false and true synaesthetic image. 
1 I 
I A poet who uses synaesthetic imagery must find a [i 
J sympathetic audience, or else such imagery would be considered, I 
I even by the poet himself, as a mistake. Tennyson wrote, in the 
1
.: 
1 first version of!!:!.!! Miller's Daur;hter: 
1
1 
1 ·I 
" • • • • I came and lay 
Beneath those glmmy chestnut buds 
That glistened n the April blue ••••• " 
Although the critics should have realized that we "see" texture 
as well as "feel" it, they criticized Tennyson so strongly that 
the poet changed the lines to ;ead: ii 
i! 
<l 
" • • • • I cane and sat P 
Below the chestnuts, when their buds " 
1
1( 
Were Glistening to the breezy blue; • • • ,1 
Every poet writing in English can rely on his audi-
i' jl 
d 
li 
![ f, 
teenth century, of certain words as epithets. The following pas~~ 
1! once's being aquainted with the use, ever since the early six-
sage contains four words which often appear in pseudo-synaes- // 
il thet1c images: 1 II 
,I il 
''------------------------------------------------------------------' lj fl jl 1/ Shakespeare, ·Romeo~ Juliet, Act II, Sc. 11. il 
:: 11 
-Hc==cccc-···_-
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i 
"It is my soul that calls upon my name: 
How silver-sweet sound lovers' tone;ues 
by nie;ht, 
Like softest music to attendine; ears~" 
first poets who used "silver", "sweet", "soft", or "musical" 
I as epithets probably achieved a vivid effect, but poets of the 
I , 
I seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries applied them 
! 
i to so many objects that their use to-day is usually connotative 
I 
i only. Other words frequently found in the pseudo-synaesthetic 
li [I images of the last three centuries are "cry", "sing", "whisper", 
.I 
1
: 1 
l!utaste", and "laur;h". Apparently, most of those epithets came 
1! into Elizabethan England from Italy by way of the poetry of the 
\!Italian writers of sonnets.2 
I 
I Another group of pseudo-synaesthetic images is also 
iin the English tradition. The earliest music simile that I have 
\round is in the third book of Endymlon: 3 
I 
1 unelicious synphonles, like airy flowers, 
I 
Budded, and swell'd, and, full-blown, shod 
full showers 
j1 Of light, soft, unseen leaves of sounds di-
jl vine ..•.. " 
1
: 
I' I !:------------------------· -----·-1 
ill/ Cf. p. 27, Jn Romantic poetry, the degrees of emotion are / 
j1 represented by verb-noun-adJective correspondences: 
;I whisper-whisper-soft (sweet) I[ sing - music - harmonious (sweet) 
i! cry cry - loud lshrill) 
f! burn - flame - wild (silver) 
d 2/ Translations indicate that this is probably the case; but li sense correspondences are eY.tremely useful to translators. 
l
i,' 3/ There are probably a few earlier ones in English, but "un-
seen" labels it as a very early one of its kind. In later jl similes of the same kind, "unseen" would be omitted aa unnec-
11 essary. 
I' 
,I 
- -----·--------
-------- ----
I' ~~~ 
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i!Other images translating sound into touch are found in Tennyson / 
d II(~ Lotos-Eaters) and Swinburne (The 1!asque of Queen Bcrsabe). ! 
1: Translations of sound into motion occur in Shelley and Poe :1 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
" •••• how could thy notes flow in such a 
crystal stream ? " 
Shelley, To h. Sk;{lark 
"What a liquid ditt~ floats 
To the turtle-dove that listens •••• " 
Poe, ~Bells 
I Amy L.owell' s first volume of poems, ~ ~ of J.;any- li 
:1 I !!Colored Glass, was influenced by Keats and Tennyson; the second,! 
I 2 ]Sword Blades~ Poppy Seed, by the Parnassians and Symbolists. 
lrn the first, there are no synaesthetic images at all; in the 
I I 
/second, there are six. In her third volume, ~. Women !ill! Ghosts, 
'I I !]there are twenty-one. After having written most of the 
,, 
ii 
poems tha~ 
![were to appear in Sword Blades and Poppy ~. :Jiss Lowell went 
!/ 3 lito England, where she met John Gould Fletcher. Fletcher has 
llsaid that her poetic evolution "was, as she confessed herself, 
II 
I! 
!!largely orientated and directed by the appearance of Irradia-
litions. Our friendship indeed, dated 
ii 
'her tho completed manuscript." 4 
I 
from the day I first read 
:i 
il Why was Amy Lowell influenced by Fletcher ? Both, 
'I 
t::o:~s::::: ::~e::r:e::n::::::n:: ::::o:~e B:::e::::n::r::n::_ II 
,, 
--------------1! 
i 12// cr. P· 19 • P t sa 'i',' 
,, Cf. Untermeyer, Modern American oo ry, pp. 1 -189; Sword 
;I Blades and Poppy~. P• viii. ):1 
!i 3/ Cf. Appendix B , p. xlviiia. 1 
'' 4/ Cf, Fletcher, Preludes ~ Symphonies, p • x11. I 
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I' 
!alities, preferring to leave their themes unexpressed. But Fletcfr 
I, 
l'er is a lyric poet. and Amy Lowell is a dramatic poet. Thy, then, 
1: 
i'should she adopt the other's t.echnic.;.ue of using synaesthetic im-
i: 
''agery? 
/!when 
Fletcher might have been speaking of Irradiations 
he said, ''J.!y aim in them was to describe certain predomi-
,,nant moods in the terms of things happening.l 
i ;pectancy described as a traveller looking at 
I 
,the distance, and despair described in terms 
I 
I 
Thus one gets ex-
blue mountains in 
of a stoker on 
I 
close to that 'meth.O: :board a ship •••• By these means, I approached 
I 
odical confusion of all the senses' which was described as the 
i 
,visionary state by no less a poet than Arthur Rim baud. "2 From 
I 
1
this, it is evident that Fletcher's synaesthetic images share a 
origin with those of the Symbol1sts.3 
But the aim of Miss Lowell w~s like that of neither 
lrletcher nor the Symbolists, for she was essentially a dramatic 
:poet, even in her shorter poems. l This is a way of saying that 
:she was objective in regard to emotions.) Beginning with her 
I 
,, 4 I 
l,t.hird volume, nearly all her poems have been dramatic. There are' 
];the obviously dramatic poems in Ler;ends and~!!!:!!!· And there 
il I are the poems presenting merely the skeleton of a story, like 
il 
'A Decade: 1-== 
:I li 
li . 
/I l/ Irradiations and the Symphonies differ only in that the fol'm-: 
:\ e!' presents single moods, while the poems in the latter pre-
/1 sent a blending of moods. Ibid., p.x. 
d 2/ Ibid., p. xil. 
)i 3/ Ibid., p. xi. 
'i 4/ Browning wrote a few lyrics. 
' 
' 
---" 
When you came, you were like red wine and honey, 
And the taste of you burnt my mouth with its 
sweetness. 
I' II 
!I 
1 
Now you are like morning bread, 
Smooth and pleasant. 
I hardly taste you at all, for I know your 
But I am completely nourished. 
savor;! 
And there are the poems in which there is only the esflence of 
drama, the equivalent of a 
between two persons, as in 
"dramatic" picture, a relationship 
1 Madonna ~ ~ Evening Flowers or in 
I ,, 
il 
\\ 
" 
II ,, 
:I 
i 
I !! Lady. If there is any doubt of the essentially dramatic char- :I 
\] 
acter of such poems, compare them with the poetry of any lyrical:' 
2 poet. 
Inanimate objects are dramatized in poetry by being 
lent human characteristics, by being personified, Flowers"dance"~ 
' a tree is "lazy"; the moon "looks down"; or the sun "s1D1les", 11 
I In the first two illustrations, there is a kinaesthetic similar- 'I 
ity as the b:u:io for the comparison between the animate and the :i 
!I 
i! 
inanim,.te, .Music is readily translated into kinaesthetic imag- !l 
'.·.ery -hence the uance.3 "Delirium flapping its thigh bones" is I 
,'a personification in Amy Lowell' a Stravinsky's Three Pieces ll 
" 
., 
"Grotesques" ,f2!: String !:luartet • There are others in ~ ~- \i 
.~ V1ol1n.4 If music can be personified by kinaesthetic imager~, 
5 I 
.: it can be personified by visual imagery, too • (The moon's "look-[j 
]ling down" is also based on a visual similarity.) 'I 
, 'I 
1/ cr. 
2/ cr. 
,r 3/ cr. [! 4/. Cf, 5/ 
p. 36. -q 
~ichards, Principles of Literarz Criticism,pp,239-253, 
PP• 2. 16, ~2. 
P• 19. 
"P.ed belln out of r.Je:nor·y' s 
Blue d:""cam of ree::-et ••••• " 
!! 
:i 
I 
:I 
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l1 l 
1
f "Red, blue, yellow, 
![ Drunken steaminc in colors •••• n I 
11 -Stravinskv~ Three Pieces 1 ~~s an example of Miss Lowell's use ot' color to person!t'y music. I 
i I 
I !I ! In medieval times, althoueh girls probably varied as :~ch in appearance as they do now, in poetry they all had exact- II 
/iy the same features. The lady to 1¥hom a medieval poet wrote Ill 
ii 
'might have a mouth that was far too large by any standard, but 11 
~ I 
In tho poem her mouth would be small; or, it' she had black hair, [/ 
i ! ~~he poet would call it golden. There was a conventionalized list I 
!bf characteristics that were associated with each other, and ap-
r: 
I' !Plied to women regardless of reality. 
I' 
!! 
I! 
ii I based 
!r 
In the next quotation, there is a personification, 
on visual symbolism, which introduces an odor. This odor 
I 
I 
I' 
:is there simply because it is associated with 
!' 
I 
lilies, not be- li 
.:cause it was actually smelled. In the case of I' the medieval cata- 1! 
;! 
];logue of virtues, the hair was always golden by convention; in 
i 
,the following 
:I 
r'assoc1at1on:l 
I• ! 
! 
:: ,, 
quotation, tho lily has an odor because of free 
A scent of lilies filled the room, 
I~ng and slow. Each large white bloom 
Breathed a sound which was holy perfume from a 
blessed cunsor, 
And tho hum of an organ tone, 
And they -;raved lilw fans in a hall of stone 
' ! 
f 
! 
d ii 
I! ,, 
fi' 
'i I, ,, 
1! 
il 
1
': Over a oier standing there in tho centre, alene. 
, Bach lily bent E<lowly as it ;vas blown. ,I 
II Like smoke they rose from the violin.... ,, 
1: -Lowell, The C!'e:nona Violin !jl 
,, l 
1: i) 
I' ~~ 
!, ii i' 1/ The Symbolist influence. __________________ j _______ _ 
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,, 
!i 
In The Trumpet-Vine Arbor and in lladonna of .!:!:!£ Eve- I 
il 
:ning Flowers, there is a personification of flowers, based on 
['color symbolism, shape, and in the latter, movement: 
ii 
' 
" i: ,, 
'I 
1,1 
II 
lj 
!i 
! 
' 
Then I see yoa, 
£tanding ~~der a spifi of pale 
You are cool, like s ver, 
And you smile. 
blue larkspur, 
I think the Canterbury bells are playinr little 
tunes, :i 
You toll me that the peonies need sprayine.... !i 
But I look at you, heart of silver, I• ii White heart-flame of polished silver, ', 
Burning beneath the blue steeples of the larkspur~ 1 
.'-nd I long to kneel instantly at your feet, : 
While all about us peal the loud, sweet, "Te Deumsj
1 
of the Canterbury bells. '' 
-Amy Lowell., Mn.don'la .£.! .!:!:!£ Eveninp; Flowers 
If inanimate objects can Sj~bolize what a person is 
I, 
f: 
t! 
' :i 
!' 
;experiencing in relation to someone else, why introduce tho per- i/ 
:'son at all? Amy Lowell, being an Imagist, would recognize the 
;advantar;cs of such a substitution. She carried 1t to an extreme 
'I 
', 
1i 
'I 
!l 
·i 
Outside 1: ~ 
On the floor of the empty palanquin 
The plum-petals constantly increase. 
The symbols are not those of this country, and so the interpre-
i, 
;I l 
,tation, an given by S.F'oster Damon, is necessary: "The plum-
,, 
I! 
petals indicate that it is sprinr;; the palanquin is the equip-
·I ,,
'I 
'I 
II 
:I 
I 
:) 
,, 
,, 
' 
·' j: 
:i 
'I 
<I 
!I 
I 
!I 
!I 
'I !! 
:i 
,, 
'age 
I' ,,
!i 
of a noble; its place at tho r;ate shows that he is visiting; !J 
;I ':~he accumulation of petals shows that his visit is a lone; ono - j, 
1: 11 
li 
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Objects may have a dramatic relationship between 
!themselves, which is personifieG as in~!!£ Rains: 
!:;prinp; .!21!1 
I 
II 
II 
1/ II 
ii 
li 
Tinkling of ankle bracelets 
Dull striking 
Of jade and sardonyT. 
From whirling ends of 
~=er Rain 
joinlted 
\ 
\ 
\ Clashing of bronze buckler$ 
Screal!ling of hor:;e:;. i 
F:ed plumes of head-trappings 
Flashing above spears. 
circlets. 
,Occasionally a dramatic relationship is pr11oented without 
j1 
,1f1cation, as in 
II 
\ 
I! 
II 
it 
I 
I, 
li 
Wind ~ Silver 
Greatly shining, i 
The Autumn moon floats in t~e sky; 
And the fish-ponds shake their dragon 
As she pascos over them 
'or, more truely so in II ii 
Trees in Winter 
Pine-Trees: 
Black clouds slowly swaying 
Over a white earth. 
Hemlocks: 
Coned green shadows 
Through a falling veil. 
Elm-Trees: 
• 
Stiff black threads 
LacinG ever sil vcr. 
• • 
scales 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II !i !i 
I' li v 
II 
i! 
!i 
II li 
li 
1l 
,I 
II 
'I I ii 
I' ,, 
II 
II 
li 
d 
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il Mias I,owell has taken Fletcher's technique for 
:I 
[~ressing moods and used it to oTpress attitudes. Sometimes, 
il 
,'symbolism is visual as in Suml:lor Rain or The Trumpet-Vine Arbor; [I 
II !sometimes audile as in The Two Fa!ns; sot:~etin:oc l:inaesthetic as 
I' ---l ~n The Cromona Viol in; sometimes taet11 e as in h I'ecade; 1and sam~-, I - · - 1' 
!times more than one mode1 combined as in .M:~aonnn of the F.vening 1.1 
'I ' ----- - I I 1 I !Flowers; but always pseudo-l:inaesthetic. 1l 
I I; 
II Lliss Lowrel11 hns found synaesthetic imagery useful II 
'II i 2 II 
:in achieving an exact piicture. Some of the imagery she borrowed II ~~rom Fletcher.3 "Red and' gold like the brass notes of trumpets"4 II 
'and ,, 
I 
,, 
i ' 
1'1 ·~~~s~i~~e=b~!/:;~;;~~p,p1ngr:5 I 
I I! 
:might occur in the poetry of both poets. Other images are of a 
,, 
ii c 
more usual type: "coo.l, quiet, creon stars" and "faintest whiff 
I 
'of flutes". 7 [, 
i~Jound 
I' 
i 
Finally, there are the extended figures translating [I 
sight and movement, as in~ Cromona Violin. And then! into ,, 
I 
the 
i-
deliberate comparinons like b I!· 
1 
I 
~ : 
I' 
li 
I ~ 
" ••• a fragrance weary and discreet 
An a harp played softly in a great 
sunset .. , 
room at 
[; 
,, 
•
1
: a comparison based on persr.nific:1t1cn directly e:r.pressed. 
I II 
I' ,, 
II 
I 
I, 
I 
i\ 
>i 1/ "Taste the m:Jsic of that vidcn palo"occurs 
1 2/ cr. p. 24. 
in Keats 1 Isabella. 
i1 3/ cr. p. 12. 
:: 4/ Astigmatism. 
:' 5/ cr. p. 37. 
! 6/ Vintage. 
I 7/ !£ :!'.!£. Unkno~n Lad ion. 
!: 8/ :..eroly ::a,.toment. 
I 
;! 
'I 
I 
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John Gonlrl F'l,etchor' 8 Irrqdhtlcns roconcilcd Amy 
,, 
Lowell, the !magist, witl\ A~~-- T_o;:cll, the dram'ltist, by intro-
,ducing hliss Lowell to an Ene-llsh version of the ::.ymbol~st ap-
'proach to e .. uating the outer and inner ITorlds by moans or a 
ii 
i: 
I' 
i1 
;: 
i' 
!I 
'I 
1: 
II ,, 
,, 
II 
" !j 
comparatively free association. Fletcher- peraoniried objects to li 
, il 
,! intensify the emotional signific :mce; il:ios Lo~ell adapted such !I 
:)personification to the intensification of essences(for put•poses ',\ 
:I 
II ii 
I' 
' ' I . lief dramatic contrast) a
1
nd to the dt•amatization of inanil:ute ob-
:! I 
:i jects. By equating objects to ooods, Fletcher came to use sense 
ii licort'espondences; by equatinr; objecLs to attitudes, :.:iss LcNell 
II 
!I 
I' 
' I 
' ; 
1\also found it desirable to use pseudc-synaesthetic 
li 
imagery. i
1 
l1 
Amy Lowell's synaesthetic imagery rras dorl ved partly II ,, I! 
ii 
I 
r'from 
il 
Fletcher and partly from tho English conventions in pseudo-!' 
I 
j 
I 
result of sensitivity in these d 
i' 
ii synaesthetic imagery. ~o st of 
ji 
r thetic and can be explained as a 
it is visual, audile, or klnaes-
!! 
! three modes. Other images can be o:r.plainac; b;y rreo aosociation. I 
• il 
Since none ~f the synaesthetic images seec arbitrary, none or :1 
them are truely synaesthetic. 
39 
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SYNAEZTHF.T IC IMAGERY 
IN THF. 
POETRY OFF.DITH SITVIF.LL 
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l 
! 
I 
I 
II 
1[ 
i 
1 
' I
Tl\~TT: SYNAB STHF:T IC n:AGERY IN Til F. 
Edith Sltvrell, the do.urhtcr of Slr GooPr;c <1nd Lad;,· 
! Ida Sitwell, was born in Yorl:shlre (in elr:hteen-eichty-eev(m) 
but npent her childhccd at Penoshnw rark in !'orbysr.ire and at 
I 
'Troy Park in l'lales, with frequent Yisits to the seaside t01m 
,, 
:: 
' ii ,, 
ij 
!, 
I! 
II 
!! ,, 
li 
ii 
ii 
1 of Scurborour;h. She grew up :!!ere or less isolated fror;J children ., ;: 
I 
,other than her two brothers, Osbert and Sacheverell, t.<pon whom 
1 
!: she centered her affection. Since ninetecn-:rou:·teon, she has 
I lived in London, stUl :1ttachod to her brothers and, likn many 
J 
other neurotics, liv1nr, mcstll· 1n the past so as to avoid the ;: 
,, 
unpleasant clemente 1n modern life. 
!i 
One of Edith S1trroll' c nayr, of escape is a return 
! to childhood thrcueh poetry. Before 1:1ss :a twell' s poetry can 
be understood, the nature of the countryside near F.eneshaw ~·uct 
, be known. It is a land of r..hccp-p::>st..ured hills, which fade to-
· \\''lrd dist"nt mount :tins. Prc;uontlr, ther(; i~ " uist cbscur!nr; 
the cun, causing the £l'ass tc bocono ~ale, aloost white. Coal 
cining is, or was the most inportant industry in the district. 
1: ~ i Sacheverell Sitwell hnn pointed out the follovrL"lg as a possi'Jle ,1 
H ,, 
i! result or the minine: "! munt add here that in Derbyshire, a 
•country where there is much limontone, partly from this, perhaps~ 
:; 
•and certainly as a result of the colliery smoke, the trees, 
" 
" 
------------------------------------:1 
,1/ cr. :xlia. rl 
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li 
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;when they lose their sprine; freshness, have a peculiar fatted , !I 
i ii 
!Flack thickness I have seen n~whoro,~lse, for it is, as I have li 
:said before, a dark mist:y lana..... 1 
II This dark, moist countryside iR responsible for 1m- 11 
iaees 11ke these: 1! 
li 
'I " 1!, A satyr, dow-haired as trunks of trees •••• 
The red ret~iever-h"lired satyr." I! 
f -Popular Song II 
:
1,1 1,1-,i 
".,,,noodle soft and milky grass ••• ~" 
I II 
1 
-The !3oar II' I -----
1 ",,, •our voices thin and shrill 'I 
I As the steely c;rasses' thrill ••• ·~ II 
I -Trio !£.!: Two Cats and .!!: Trombone li 
]! i~t jl is also responsible for Miss Sitwell's highly emotional reac-
II ~~ions to heat and cold. The usual damp chill of the air seems to 
ihave become !dent ified with the world from which she has tried 
~~o escape by hiding in poetry and the study of literature and 
lbustoms of people far-off in time or space, She has even c'lr1"ied 
' 
,, 
I! 
her sensitivity to heat and cold over into literary criticism: 
il 
,I 
II 
! 
I 
' !~';.ass Stein's power over rhythm ••.• conveys •••• the reel in~ of heat! 
li 
i! 
or 
,, 
" n ~ tt of cold..... And on another par;e: This perception or heat I I 
' 
II 
IP.nd cold does not confine itself to physical things in the at>-
:list - no matter what his medium may be - but lifted by him into ·ti 
,: I' 
,the ideal world of his inspiration, it shows itself in an in-
1
! 
'~tinctive feelinc; for warmth of colo:.~r in the actu,al handline of 11 
;i._i is wecl1um." 3 !: 
'. :I 
,, 
~ ! 
:! 
·i 
I 
' 
. --~- -------
---- ,, 
>i 
Poetry, p. 220. i' 
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il 1
1
1 I' 
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11 Although her first poem WC\O not written until she was I 
1
1
twenty-fou:•, she had, when seventeen, disccvered s~;inburne and, I. 
I · II lb. little later, Baudelaire ;u)d tho Symbolists. Froo Swinburne, · " 
i! i il 
!she derived some of the pseuyo-synaesthet1c inaeory of early poems 
ill: lk Th " d f ~ ' ' 1 F I 3 d 1 i h d 1 d th ,i o e .... a ness _o _.,a:l.L. rom ·au~ e a rc, s 3 er ve . e use , li -- ! 
lor odors in sense corresponds_' nces: ·1 
I 1: 
'I I -~~ 1. lr· I " .... the cold red winter sun ,1 Like a I'undh and Judy show shrilled in fun !, !' 
· .. I And scatteued down its c;reen perfur:lc :
1
!
1
_ 
: Like the dust that drifts from the green . 
lime-blc¢:r1 .. •• '~ 1· 
il -TLe Professor Speaks 
Ill II "And colour ·,breath'ls that. is reflected licht, 
Thfl ray and perfume of the sun is white •••• " 
I 
-Prelude to ~ Fairy Tale I 
"1'he poems of r:ueen 1larguar1ta of Navarro, I 
(llar•cissus-petalled, pcrfu::.ed like a star) •••• " 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-The Sleeping Beauty: ~/II 
I! 
:;prom the Symbolists, she derived her theory of sense correspond-
: i oJ l~nces and the basis of her technique of free association. ~Later, 
li 
" !she modified this technique so as to include elements borrowed 
II 
II 
!I 
i 
I 
,, 
!trom dream psychology. ,I 
I II 
1/cf. p. za. . ~/gr. 1';. Sitwell, Poetry and Criticis:n, p. 10: Tho modern poets' I 
11 senses have beco;ne broadened anc! cosocpolitanized; they are no , 
:; longer 11 ttle islands, speaking onl~· their own narrow lani'Uag_ e, i! [i livin8 their sleepy life alone~ ;~hoi·, tho sp,•ech of one nenso is 1
1
; 
if insufficient to convey his entire meaning, he uses tho language I! !I of another.'' ,1 
I! 1liss Sit.well' s sense correspondences are at least as comple'te 
fi as those of arJ,Y other poet. I'cr instance:''ln 3helley's lyrics •• li 
!! •• not no much the differences hetv1een silk and marble ana stone ,11 
!i ao the diffcronceo between the perf=e of l!l:, dark rose, tube..il 
!i rose, violet and n(lrcinsus .... " Pleasures £1: Poetry:Jl·,;'• ll. 1, ' 
il !1 
-
.. --- ----~;____ - ---------:-=:::::::.--:::.-::----·~~~__:-_: ___ ______..L__..._:_ 
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'i I 
I 
II!·: 
!I 
:I 
II 
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II 
II 
I 
In I.Jny Lowell's 
"While :1ll at:.out un peal the1 loucl, sweet Te De<1e1s 
of the Canterbury 'bells." -
.. the link binding tor;ether the fir:ure is the feelinr. of adoration,! 
I 
l
in the follcwinr: lines, from Z!!.£ Trumpet-Vine Arbor, 
"The throats of the little red trumpet-flowers 
I 
are 1'71de cpen, 
/~d the clangor of brass beats acainst the hot 
sunlir;ht. 
They bray and blare at the burninr; oky ••••• " 
II 
1the link is red ·11ar, instead of white 
I 
ador~tion. Unlike as in 
not autob1or;raphical.4rhe !An Old Woman I.amentn, theso links are 
Ill ink in ;.!iss Si twell 1 n poem appears in another form aR tempera-
I
ll ture imar,ery, 3 The color symbolism of Miss Lowell is tradition-
al and so,not truely synaesthetic. Any imac;:es linked by thane 
]1 
11 symbol c would, of course, be pseudo -synaesthetic - being deter-
1\mined, ordinarily, by visual, audile, or k!naesthet 1c factors. 
/iThe questions now to he answered are: Are the temperature as-
1 
sociations of J.liss Si twell pseudo-synaesthetic? !!ow many syn-
!!aesthetic imar;es can be explained by showing that the link is 
i! i[one of te:nperature? ~hich of Ll~:s Sl twell' s !lenses are most ac-
l!tive? 
II 
li 
.. The answer to the last «Uest1cn is the 
llror no more than a casual reading of a few of 1(1ss 
most obvicus,ll 
I; 
Si twell' s I/ 
found in the I 
II lifollowing prose passaces: fi 
Ji _______________________ ._j 
il : 
11 1/ ~uot,,d, p. 36. 1j' 
q 
lipooms vrill give the answer. Tt•o annwer can alno be 
,. 
,. 
44 
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!1 2/ cr. p. :dia. ,
1
\ 
1
1 3/ cr. p. 42. 
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1 "The pleasures of poetry •••• are of the 
. .tift. 
spiric and tho nin~ and tho heart, buc net cf 
these alone, for they are also the dcllr:;hts of 
te;o:ture, s!e;ht, and hearine;." 
-The Pleasurer: of P0ctry:Jl• p.3 
• •••• the sense of tcuch is always a par-
t icularl :1' acute son no '~ith a poet( because c f the 
necessities of texture)." 
-The Pleasures of Poetr,·:r, p. 33 
I !i:.lleo Sitwell, then, i::: especially sensitive to tactual, vi:>ual, 
'I 
liand audile sti:nuli. 
I-
ll II Net ice the lmar;os or tcuch, sicht, ::m(i. hearin<>; In ]I \IF.dith Sit well' e 
I 
II I I -
I 
1: 
lfoth 
1is to 
The fire 7ras furry ~,s a ~e;~.r 
And the fla=te s purr' • • · • 1 
'l'he orown Oe~.r z·ambles in his ch:J.in 
Captive to cruel nan 
Through the dark and hairy wood • • • 
The m'l 10 s icher~, "j~Jl ny hl ood 
Is animal. They thouc;ht I sat 
Like a hounctold cat; 
But throuc;h the d:J.rk Foods rambled J • • • 
Oh, if my blood :'7C'Uld die! " 
The fire had a herlr'r; fur. 
It heard and knew • • • 
The clark earth fur•ry as a bear, 
Grumbled too'· 
"cat" and "bear" are linked to fire, or heat. The proble:n 
discover why they are so link2d. :;uotations from other 
ii 1/ ~iss Sitwell's note to thn third line is:"This line ~nd the 
two follow inc 1 imn• crtr~o into ny mind throueh hearinr; a <-JCnt; 
of Stravin,~kl' s. I do not kno·.v itn nr~:ne and I only heard it 
once; but it cont:11ned linea r"lther liiL3 the,;e. ~ 
--- ·~--· 
I 
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,' poe1:1s will serve as a check: 
' 
'· 
I 
I 
r: ,, 
1[ !, 
II 
" il 
il ,, 
ii 
I' !: )! 
il 
II 
I 
li 
u 
ii :: 1: 
" 
,, 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
4/ 
" • . . • tho furry wa~~th 
Anc1 purrint; sounc' or fires ;ms ln hir. vol.ce 
rlhich nevur failed to W:J.rm and comfort !CJO." 
-Colonel Fantocl: 
'\The black a:td f .Jf'ry fire 
:;inks 1o·.1, and like the dire 
Sound or charz>in' coal, tho blac~ 
eat's whirring back." 
"And the furre(i fire ill t>arkln,c for the ohape 
0 f hoarse-voiced animals; •••• " 
". • • • furred ·Yi th cold like red 
p-urred bUcJ.S 0 f S:l.tJ"r' Spr lncs • • • • n 
i' "Black and furry'' and "ani::;-,1" and lo'S-IJitched rouc;h soundo 
il ("purr", "grumbled,., niY!11rr1n[~ 11 , "twaroe-voiccd''. "barking 11 ) i: II seem to be amone; tho syrubolc of :·;::.rr:1th. "f:ark" may l>e substi-
!ituted for "black". 
' 
i 
(1 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
'! 
II 
'I II 
I 
I. 
1: 
rassages contaln1nc references to ccld include li these.: 
li 
,· 
ir 
' ,, 
ii i! 
I 
,; 
J! 
I! 
" I \i 
I{ 
ii 
!, 
!' 
' 
'• 
!: 
. 
5/ "Red crystal bellr. upon each ~ouc;h 
(Fruit-buds tl:at ·.lhl:Ji;co'). No ·•inds slou<;h 
"Our faceo, furred i!1th cold like red 
. 1 . d' F'urr'el; tJuL.n of :Jnt-~r· spr.l:lf:S, OOf> uoa • 
"The cold wind crcakine; in ~y blood 
~uemspirt of it, 'lD t;rain of flood; 
"Am:ng tho coac.:e r;c:.t-locks of snow 
;.lauzolle st.ill ~ .. ~.:;g~ r:-.c, to a11d I·ro; 
'=======~c-c-
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I 
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'I I. 
II ,, 
·I 
il )i 
ii 
!i 
I II 
I' 
6/ 
!: 
' 
:; 7/ 
!' 
H i! ,, 
il ,, 
" i! 
j) 
I! 
1\ 
"'), I, ], 
I 
8/ 
' 
!: 
'I !i 
!: 
ii 
====----
"Her feet make m<:1.rks 1 ii{e co:Jt::t!.lr ;,ocfs 
In h:lir>J' sno·_y; her ~ reproofs 
1
'Dio, J.nd her· strance eyeS look obli 4 ue 
As the slant crys Lal i•ud_.§_t~..tu~t. crea_!:c. 
"If she could thin~ me dittant, she 
!n the B'lOW'::; fC~lock::; COI'\.:linly 
''.'iould try to cill: thonc teats, the buds, 
Of their~ stick;i mill( - the cuds 
"0f strange long-past fruit-hairy s?rines-
JJoginnings or firnt earthly thines. 
-Early Spr lnr~ 
"If cold grew visible again, 
rle ShOuld see tloll-flowers on tho plain 
-
":'ri th shivering stalks, as tillite as klngs 
In trembline ermine. J:ach one rings 
"i• little tune fer vespers, matins, 
beneath the pOl£ skj-' s red satin; 
"(The cold is oat the shiverins 
Of the_.!!l_!te floRer-0ells as they ring). 
-Hero<li::ule 
"Lut nut-oe is wantler1n;~ on the plain, 
k;idst ££!.:!. grc:m visL>le :1gain; 
"She looks for me, :J.nd as .chc walks 
On toes Lhc ~ has turned to stalks, 
II 
II 
!I 
'I 
li 
I 
·I 
I! 
II 
II 
11 
" II ,, li ,, 
II 
li 
!: 
I! 
" ! 
l 
I ,, 
il II 
"i.Ud shrill steel gransns that dissemble ):( 
The cold( i·eU-flo·::ers that janGle, tremble}.···':! 
II -~Doll I 
rl 
"Their smile is like 
ended dust 
Of valueless DeautJ 
,, 
Death' o trap ••• a 1 i ttlc 11 
il 
il from the s~n, soon must I! i: 
":u•ush, for a f·1ui:Jc while, e"'ch feattwr>ed cheek I 
47 
'i'hat paradisal airs \Yiil never sloe<{,. )I 
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And t:ound them, as they move, the unfading sea, 
Etqr-nity 
With its cool feathered airs of beauty, sighs of 
no\ hor-izons they can see. 
What ·,would these ghosts do, if the truths they 
know, 
That 1rere served up like snow-cold jewelled 
frui.ts, 
And the enfeathered airs of lutes, 
Could ~a their guests in cold reality?" 
-~ :sleep!nr; Beauty:Xi'II 
"Ring the hard cold bell-buds upon the t~ 
• • • .codas of overtones •••• " 
-Fantoches 
"Cold Death had taken his first citadel." 
-Colonel Fantock 
:j 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
'·'I 
" I 
·I 
_I 
! 
i 
il 
d 
it 
il 
"The melon 1 s dogskin flowers· where the mellow, 
1
1.
1
1 
Whining early dew is butter-yellow •••• 
O.hen early dew whines hound-like as in fright .... "II 
-Metamorphosis 
"A satyr, dog-haired as trunks of trees ••.• 
The red retriever-haired satyr •••• " 
-Popular Song 
"The cap and bells of Time the Clown 
That, jangling, whistled down, 
Young cherubs hidden in the guise 
Of ever-y bird that flies; •••• • 
-Clowns' Houses 
" •••• she 
Has lips like that jangling harsh pink rain •• ,,• 
-F.arly Sprinp; 
I! 
il 
1 
I ,, 
II 
II 
II I ,
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'I ii 
II 
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\I 
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I,'·' ' I . I ll 15/ "II.' tar-off h:mt r>:oJctn 
11 n•,.at nounc'e: lll:e "'-'~.!:.J_fl.:"rnr: :tno_f~£lorn; 
sounds his horn 
I! !, 
" II "?in% cts his coctt, pool' robin ne e::1s • 
1, Jii'iie, no lonc"r Jle in dreans;;; •.• ·• 
'I 1 ! 
II 
il 
II 
r, 
I! 
I! 
i! 
I' 
'! 
H li 
I' i! jl 
,. 
II 
li 
I; 
;, II 
II 
II 
II II ,, 
:I 
II 
it 
I 
:• 
I! 
" ij ,, 
II 
16/ 
1 't I 
18/ 
19/ 
20/ 
tat ions 
' -'T!~e Sl et!pl:n,·· 3caut v :1QJ.Y. 
"!.ike' the hndim· bell:c 1 0 ' t"'---'-' . 1 .. n rpse r·ees r1nr n~~··· 
' 
-Prelude to a Fair~ Tale 
-----
"· ' •. ,:;:y l\!lrnii ju.1!jllnr; llctir 
Pin~ as the Cn.£..J?~ 
\A flappine crude fish tinsel-pink 
Flappine across the consciousness 
!.ike lauchtor) ··••" 
-Pnvanc 
".'1. clat'inot nound, cold, forlorn, 
ger p:u"~h hai!"', stra:.r,l~_yellcw_p.£!:!2~···" 2 
-Q!! ~he \'an1t' of l'u:nan i,speraticns 
" "• ••• wooden hrittle joy •• • • 
-Clowns' l!ouse s 
" • . • • the cold red winter sun 
Like a Punch and Judy show shrilled in fun •••• " 
-!h£ Professor Speaks 
The following conderaat1on 
shows the variation in iymbpl's 
I 
I , 
' 
i \ 
I \ 
il 
!i 
I( 
"red cryst'a! bells ~:===·-·· ··· 
i(on bough) 
red(satyr)furred 
fruit-buds whimper 
[· wood 
:, crystal 
-white( shiver, tremble) 
red satin 
i {tremble) 
I jeweled 
'ton tree) hard 
:) 
kink 
.(lips) 
'I 
:(rose tree) 
I . 
'pink(pear) 
i 
buds 
wind 
buds 
,. 
' 
/ bell-fljowers 
sky 1 
bell-f1owors 
fruits~~ 
boll-b,.\ds 
cap and\ .. bolls 
rain 
rain \ 
bells t 
hair 
yellow( corn) hair 
:yellow (hound} dew 
ired(retriever) (satyr) (trees) 
ired sun 
II 
II 
wood( brittle) 
creak 
creak 
ring 
.)angle 
ring 
jangle 
(whistle) 
harsh 
harsh 
(jangle) 
Jangle 
(ring) 
jangle 
(harsh) 
harsh 
whining 
shrill 
cold 
cold 
cold 
cold 
cold 
cold 
cold 
cold death 
time 
(clown) 
rorlorn 
cold forlorn 
(fright)early 
cold 
(Punch 
run 
and Judy} 
joy 
j! 
,I, 
!I 
!I ,, 
li 
i! ,, 
fi 
,. 
,, 
tl 
il 
·I 
I' :) 
I 
I li 
/I 
II I· ,/ ,, 
il 
j( 
A glance at the last column will show that all these II 
rcolor, touch, and sound images are not only symbols of 
i: 
cold but i 
i or the unexpressed idea behind most or J,iiss Sitwell' s poetry •1 !: 
:rr this is so, both sets of symbols must be essentially pseudo-
,1 
:!synaesthetic; for, although red and yellow are associated with 
sorrow and dark colors with 
~ i 
,I 
.:
1
too many contradict ions. White, for instance, varies 1n its as-
:,sociations; and this line :t'rom Colonel Fantock indicates that 
:'pink does the same: 
"When pink flowers seemed a sweet Mozartian 
tune .... " 
! 
ll 
l 
/ 
, . ..,. 
' -~~~ 
-
- " 
' 
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.1 
d 
tsoclated ,, with both heat and cold.1 The choice of "hard" as a sym~, 
ii I 
ibol may 
:i . 
have been determined by two phrases in an early poem, 
'Clowns' Houses- "hard reality" and "hard bright toy". 
n 
II 
From the same poem comes the key-passar;e for "jangle~[ 
(Every 
li 
i! 
object associated with "bell" either "jangles" or "rings" •. , 
f( 
i'rhe key-passage is: 
I· 
II 
!I 
II 
u 
i< 
!Other 
:i 
"The cap and bells of Time the Clown 
That, Janglinr •••• " 
key-passages from Clowns' Houses are: 
"Tall trees like rattles lean, 
And janele sharp and dizzily •••• " 
" •••• Pierret moon • 
bare 
Each cherry, plum, 
• • 
and 
• with cool touch lays 
n pear •..•. 
The significant images seem to group themselves around "Clown". 
'! 
' 
[I 
" < 
li 
'I II 
I• 
1: :; 
I, 
li 
I' 
II 
(1 
li 
' !j 
!! 
II 
rHarsh" and "pink" are associated with "laughter" in a relative-~~ 
t 2 ., 
'ly early poem, Pavane. 1 • 
. , :O:nough material has been brought together to form a /! 
basis for the analysis of the bent known of J.11ss Sitwell' s ]i 
i' 
'her Aubade: 
i: 
J· 
!' i! 
I 
" 1: 
I; 
" li ,. 
1: 
Jane, Jane, 
Tall as a crane, 3 
The morning light creaks down again. 
Comb your cockscomb-ragged hair; 
Jane, Jane, come down the stair. 
Each dull blunt wooden stalactite 
I poems,. 
!! 
II 
II 
II 
11 
I' !I 
II 
II I. 
li 
II 
I( 
!,i jt ~~~~~ ... ---------------------------------------------!1 
I 
•! 
Of rain creaks, hardened by the light, 
1 1/ cr. p. 46. 
'i 2/ cr. p. 49:17 
" 3/ !.!iss Si twell is tall. 
I 
II 
i! 
li 
li 
•I ,, 
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i 
I 
Sounding like an overtone 
From some lonely world unknown. 
') I 
i 
But the creaking empty light 
Will never harden into sight, 
,) 
I 
if 
'I 
1: 
I' 
rl ,, 
I' ,\ 
[! 
<I 
I' 
i/ II 
L 
i: 
I' 
ii 
li )) 
II 
li 
I 
I, 
li 
J!, 
Will never penetrate your brain 
With overtones like the blunt rain. 
The light would show(if it could harden) 
F.ternities of kitchen-garden, 
Cockscomb flowers that none will pluck, 
And wooden flowers that 'gin to cluck. 
In the kitchen you must light 
Flames as staring, red and white 
As carrots or as turnips, shining 
~~ere the cold dawn light lies whining. 
Cockscomb hair on the cold wind 
Hangs limp, turns the milk's weak mind ••• 
Jane, Jane, 
Tall as a crane, 
The morning light creaks down again~ 
In ~ ~ Woman Laments, Miss Sitwell identified her 
I' 
,! 
i'self with Diana; in Aubade, she identifies herself with Jane,who ,, 
[1in turn is identified with a pet hen that .t.liss Sitwell once 
[i 1 
,·owned. The "cluck" derives from this. "Creak" and "whine" have 
li 
\[been explained by Miss Sitwell: I, 
\i 
ji ,, 
i! I I \. ,, 
!I 
I 
It 
"The author said 'creaks' because, in a very earlt 
dawn, after rain, the lic;ht has an anxious uncertain qual-: 
ity, as though it does not run quite smooth!~. Also, it ' 
falls in hard cubes, squares, and triangles, which, again, 
j! 
I, li 1/ Cf. !!£ Kitchen Songs :l; .!!:!!!. Sleeping Beauty :22U!;Country L Cousin:! 
!I 2/ ~everal of Miss Sitwell' s early poems show the influence of li Cubism. Cf. also, Sprinp;ing Jack. 
[I 
i 
c===±;r====::======:=;c=7====::== , , - __ ,_ -
'I' gives one the impression of a creaking sound, because of1 I· the association with wood." 
,I 
·I II 
:I li . 
li 
'I II 
"To the author's si~ht, the shivering movement of' 
a certain cold dawn light upon the floor suggests a kind !; 
of high animal whining or whimpering, a kind of half- ' 
frightened and subservient urge to something outside our ;: 
consciousness." 2 ;' 
li 
Only one of the two,"creak" or "whine", can be true-1: I; 
'I 1: ly synaesthetic, 
I 
for it would obviously be impossible to have ii I !I' 
I I, !imore than one secondary sensation from the same stimulus and in !I 
II r, 
il 
I• 
I! 
li 
Iii "Sounding like an overtone '
1
1;
1
1. 
From some lonely world unknown." ,, 
11 'I 
:!sounds as if 1t might be a result of tonal vision. Similar im- II 
·I ages occur in Gold Coast Customs: ), 
il n •••• the dog-whining dawn light li 
" Nosed for their hearts, whined in fright, [I ii With a sly high animal li 
il Whimpering, half-frightened call It' 
11 To worlds outside our consciousness ••••• • 
lf " • , • the whining overtone i (! 0 f dawn ; , • • " i 
!i 11 !·.,1-/r-:P:-o~e~t-r""y~a""'n:-d..-:C::-r-i,..t'""i'"c-i'"s-m-, -p-.-1~.,----------------- fi 
112/ Ibid., p. 20. !: [\.3/ This, from~ Sleeping Bcauty:m,y, is additional evidence: 
!! 
i: 
11 
I! 
ii 
" ~ i 
t: 
\! 
" l· 
:i ,. 
il 
it il 
"The crude pink stalactites of rain 
Are sounding from the boughs again, 
"Each sighs the name of Harriet, ~ary, 
Susan, Anne, grown cold and wary •••• 
" • • • .Once, bright and gay, 
They used to ~hisper 'Come away' •••• " 
1: 
i! 
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.I 
'I 
•. 
Here are other lines which suggest tonal vision: 
growth of trees "Night came, sounding like the 
• • • • the calm full of moon 
Tias like the sound within the ... growth of trees ••• ~ 
-Colonel Fantock 
"All wand'ring sounds that pass 
Seemed out of tune, as if tho light 
Were fiddle-strings pulled tight ••••• " 
-Clowns' Houses 
"The grass is springing pale, alone, 
Tuneless as a quartertone •••• " 
"At Easter when red lacquer buds sound far slow 
Quarter-tones for the old dead Uikado •••• " 
-The Sleeping Beauty:Yf 
" •••• the ventriloquist sound of light •••• " 
-Gold Coast Customs 
:: 
.. 
' I 
~ I 
il ,, 
1! 
ii 
ii ;. 
" ii 
ii 
! 
!I 
'I I• 
II 
;; 
" !i 
There is no evidence of true synaesthesia in the few !! 
:select ions from the writings of Sir George, Sacheverell, and Os-
li 
,j 
' 
bert Sitwell that I have read; but there are examples of pseudo- :i 
::i il 
synaesthesia in the writings of Sir George: [1 
.,1 i 
,, ;: 
I j; 
I! " •••• plants •••• whose blossom1is as laughter, and 1.'. if whose perfume is a song." 
:1 H [I [I 
"-'' -:;-r-;:;:~.-::-:;-...-:::-;;=:-;==-::-===~=---=-r-::--;;;;::=-<.;;,;-;-;==:-::="<'"=-- il ;: 1/ Quoted in The Three Sitwells, p. 53. The influence of Sir 11 
[i George is evident in these two quotations: 1: 
1, "The perfumes in the orangery sing .... " il 
i -F.. Sitwell .~ Sleeping Beauty :m.r ji I! "In Midas' garden the si~ple flowers ;I 
54 
\: Laugh, and the tulips arc bright •••• " fi 
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li 
1: 
liof 
1: 
Sacheverell: 
"The gold voice of the sunset was most clearly 
the air •••• " 
li 
II j! 
1ni1 
I' 
li I 
-outskirts 1 I 
of Osbert S1twell= ! ~ 
"As the far sun-kissed sails of some full-r1e;ged ii 
boat , 
Blown by a salt cool breeze 
- Laden with age-old treasures 
And rich merchandise, 
Fade into evening on the foam-flecked seas,-
So this last glowing note 
Hovers a while, - then dies." 
-Clavichords 
:1 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
tl I I iThe last two quotations are from early poems. As these poets be-!) 
: . 11 
:came older, they ceased using pseudo-synaesthetic imagery. Edith[! 
!si twell' s latest poems contain less synaesthetic imagery than [ 
l
ithe earlier ones. This, however, does not necessarily mean that j 
I I 
lishe is no longer synaesthetic, but that her technique has been ~· 
jmodified. [! 
. 11 
,. ,. 
I 
! 
! 
1/ This resembles: 
"Dark hills at evening in the west, 
T.here sunset hovers like a soumd 
or golden horns •••• " 
-E.A.Robinson, ~ ~ ~H~i~l~l-s 
"Arterc;low .... hangs like the dying chord or a 
funeral chant ••••• " 
-Amy Lowell,~ Middleton Place 
jl 
II 
il 
i: 
' 
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'! CONCLUSION 
:i Edith Sitwell's theory of sense correspondences -
' 
!I probably, like Rimbaud' s, a rationalization of true S!'naesthes- ;! 
!i il ia - has led her to derive pseudo-synaesthetic imagery from the r: 
!English tradition, through the medium of Swinburne and Sir Georg~ 
.;sit,.ell; from the French tradition, through the medium of Baude-1 
laire and the Symbolists; and from dream psychology, either di-
rectly or through some modern poet.1 
I Her original pseudo-synaesthetic images are sometimes 
, variants of conventional ones, intensifications like this: 
; : ·~-
,, 
,, 
,, 
i 
,! 
" •••• the gay hosannas of flowers 
Sound, loud as brass bands •••• " 
-The Hieher Sensualism 2 
sometimes derivations from e7.perience: 
"Through glades like a nun 
They run from and shun 
The enormous and geld-rayed 'I rustling sun; .... " .. 
:I 
"The morning light whines on the floor •••• • 
'I 
,, 
I 
'I 
-The Sleopinc Beauty:~ 4 
d 
..;._--------------------------1 
1/ Such lines as " •••• donkey's hide tide 
Like to 3e Beside the Seaside, are the 
mechanisms. ---
2/ cr. P• 27. 
I 
brayed. n, from l Q2 i 
result of typical dream 
' 
3/ cr. p. 23. 
4/ The unique character of .l!ics Sitwell's pseudo-synaesthetic 
images is a result of their being elaborations of associations 
that are often idiosyncratic. 
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;sometimes, like "milky grass", true images of the exceptional; II 
•,
1
but usually, images derived from any of these by free aesociatiodl 
" 'II j( Edith Sitwell' s at't.itude of withdrawal from an un- il 
1
pleasant reality and her sensitivity to tactual, audile, and vis-[1 
;ual stimuli determine the linkinr;. She usually associates the un-: 
,, I 
!.pleasant elements in life with cold; and the pleasant with heat 
• all as- ·11 
,J!er only synaesthetic images, those of tonal vision, are 
,' !i 
isociated with cold. Her images of heat are built up from the col-'1 
,, It 
or and sound of a charcoal fire. necause of the synaesthetic as- 11 
II 
!I 
II 
sociations, "cold" images are pitched high and have a tendency 
to be red,yellow, or white. "Heat" images are dark in color and 
1
are low in pitch. The link in each set of images is usually tac- il 
i il 
itual. !1 
!I ' 
ti ,, 
li 
!!lor ,, 
Edith Sitwell's tonal vision is true synaesthesia. 
images that have been called truely synaesthetic have not 
li 
,I ,, 
[I 
:been traced or explained except on the basis 
'· 
II 
1: il 
of a fixed idiosyn- ji 
!i 
lcratic association. l:loreover, the images are 
,. 
correctly locali~edJ 
II 
I 
!i 
!The synaesthetic images 
,, 
do not vary in her poems, although the 
I' 
:symbols 
,, 
jhaV4" not 
of her attitude toward life do vary considerably. There 
been sufficient data available to establish with any 
'i 
!certainty whether or 
!• 
not others in her family are synaesthetic. 
,, 
'I II 
II 
is that Sir George, Sacheverell, and Osbert li 
I 
li !All that can be said ,, 
'i 
have all used pseudo-synaesthetic imagery. 1 
'it; The general reference for il wells is JJegroz, The Throe 
!I 
' 
,. 
' q 
facts about the life of the Sit-
Sit :!ells. 
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SU.Ml.!ARY 
I 
II II 
II 
I' 
I 
! 
r r':J 
ji 
II 
lL 
i! 
!i 
I In the Elizabethan period, a peak in the use of lit~ 
l
lerary synaesthesia resulted from the adding of Italian conven-
,. 
!tiona! sense correspondences to English vision-touch and vision-; 
!kinaesthesia correspondences. In the next experimental period, t~e 
i jl 
/Romantic, thA Elizabethan correspondences, in spite of being oc-1 
I :' !casionally modified, remained, for the most part, conventions in-
' . 
tdicating heightened emotion, In France, Baudelaire and the ::;ym- /1 
h I bolists began to use sense correspondences consciously as an aid r: 
I ! 
/in breaking down conventional associations between words and [' 
ibuilding up new associations in an attempt to equate words and 
1 
!states of mind. The English and French types of literary synaes-1 
,j thesia both contribute to the effectiveness of modern poetry. 
li Some of the lyricists of to-day, Edna St. Vincent Millay, E.E.Cum~ 
)! /! 
!mings,and others, hsve revitalized the English convention of per~ 
~ sonifying objects to indicate the emotion of the beholder, Otherli 
1/poets, like Amy Lowell and Edith Sitwell, have revitalized the II 
,, 11. ,, 
I! English convention by blending it with the more extensive sense 11 
il il II correspondences resulting from the use, in France, of free as soc- 'I 
II I 
I 
I 
II 
i iat1cn. 1,, 
i 
/I The use of pseudo-synaesthesia helped /.my I.owell to 
I' express 
It 
herself both as a dramatist and as an Imagist. By using li II 
I' 
'· lithe English technique of personification, 
1: i jects, but only in a limited way; for tho 
' she could dramatize ob~
II 
I 
at t1t.udes that can be 1\ 
I expressed by personification aro limited. Influenced by John I• 
;Gould Fletcher, .Miss Lowell adapted the technique of a limited 
ifree association to the expression of more complex attitudes. 
! 
I' ,r 
II 
II J 
,. _,.,,._-,~~=~ce~.=.==~=r-"·~-=~••cc-~~·· 
eo II 
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liShe achieves pseudo-synaesthetic images by noting relationshfps--:~-----
iibetween kinaesthetic, visual, and auditory stimuli. Since these )f 
I, :: 
!!relationships can be traced to non-synaesthetic origins, they are 
!, all pseudo-synaesthetic. 
,, 
I' 
11 
1! ,, 
II well 
The use of pseudo-synaesthesia has helped Edith 
to dramatize her own attitudes and yet avoid overt expres-
!! 
:1 sion of emotion in connection with these attitudes. Yost of her 
I ii 
:1 poetry embodies a turning away from an unpleasant reality, usu- il 
I 
;[ally symbolized by images associated with cold, and a yearning 1' 
',', ii 
'i il for her childhood and her b:'others, usually associated with sym-11 
,, li 
:jbols of 'lfarmth. She experiences tonal vision and assoc.iates it 11 
i'with cold reality; and then, by free association through tactual[!! 
'visual, and auditory cor!'espondences, builds up pseudo-synaes- I 
I I 
:,thet ic as soc lations based on true synaesthesia. The pseudci-syn- I[ 
1: 
! aesthetic images associated with heat are probably built up from// 
i: the coeval appea!'ance and sound of a c~a!'coal fire. Therefore, Ji 
:
1Uiss Sit well's images of cold are usually red, yellow, or white [i 
" I! 
l'tn color, while the images of heat are usually dark in color and~: 
! i: 
i li 1 also in contrast, low in pitch. This is not always tl'ue, for 1liss 
<i 
1: Sitwell builds up pseudo-synaesthetic images from the traditional 
i' l' 
i'English and French ones - for she has been strongly influenced b~ 
!i I! 
iiSwinburne, Baudelaire, and the Syr~bolists. The many imagen built:i 
I II 
ion her tonal vision account for most of the "queernens" of hot' ji 
lpoetry. 
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A 
In ~ ~ !2 Xanadu, John Livingston Lowes has ~e-
:;constructed some of the creative processes, conscious and uncon-
:1 . 
':scious, involved in the shaping or .!.!!! Ancient Mariner and Kubla 
!: 
! 
!'han. The next few pages record the retracing of the growth of 
'i 
('another poem, written by Edith Sitwell. This is the poem~ 
!: 
I' j! 
An .2.!5! Woman !.aments _!!! Spring-Time 
.r walk on grass as soft as wool, 
Or fluff that our old fingers pull 
From beaver or from miniver,-
Sweet-sounding as a duleime~;-
A poor old woman creeping where 
The young can never p~y and stare. 
I am so old, I should be gone,-
Too old to warm in the kind sun 
My wrinkled face; my hat that flaps 
Will hide it, and my cloak has laps 
That trail upon the grass as I 
Like some warm shade of spring creep by. 
And all the laden fruit-boughs spread 
Into a silver sound, but dead 
Is the wild dew I used to know, 
Nor will the morning music grow. 
I sit beneath these coral boughs 
T.here the air's silver plumage grows 
And flows like water with a sigh. 
Pod with sweet milk of lilies, I 
Still feel the dew like amber gums, 
That from the richest spice-tree comes, 
Drip down upon my turbanned head, 
.Trembling and ancient as the Dead, 
1: ,, 
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Beneath these floating branches' shade, 
Yet long ago, a lovely maid, 
On grass, a fading silver tune 
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' 
Played on an ancient dulcimer, 
(And soft ao wool of miniver) 
I walked like a young antelope, 
And Day was but an Ethiop, 
Beside my fairness shining there-
I.ike black shade see~d the brightest air 
When I was lovely as the snows,-
A fading starriness that flows • • • 
Then, far-off Death seemed but the shade 
That those heavenly branches made • • , • 
While looking for examples of synaesthetic imagery 
1 
;·the first volume of Edith ~it~Tell 1 s !.!!!!. Pleasures .2! Poetry, I i: 
I 1 1 
,,noticed the similarity between the sixth stanza of the poem quotf 
:red above and a passage from luarvell 1 s ~ Nymoh Complaininc for 1
1
'! 
'rthe Death of Her Fawn. 
,,- - I' 
i i! 
li 
II II 
'I II !i 
I!Ush 
'I 
0 help~ 0 help~ I see it faint 
And die as calmly as a saint: 
See how it weeps! tho tears do come 
Sad, slowly, dropping like a gum. 
So weeps the wounded balsam; so 
The holy frankincense doth flow; 
The brotherless Heliades 
~elt in such amber tears as these ••••• 
II 
[, 
I' 
li li 
;: 
ii 
ll 
:I 
'I 
11 !>uch similarity, in i taelf, is not enou~h to estab- 11 II 
I• 1[ a relationship, and so I looked for and found what Lowes ,, 
l ~ 
fjcalled 
I; 
li 
"hooks and eyos". The inclusion of J.larvell 1 s poem in The '' 
-I! ! I !:Fleasurea 2f Poetry meann that the poem is a favorite of Lass su.'-
i; ' iiwcll s and, consequently, likely source 
li 
material. Also, a comparl! q 
I i'ison of titles will show how closely one poem is related to the I, 
,: L 
.. other. ·I 
! ~ i I ,, 
il !,!, 
- 1 ~ Nymph ~ Old T.o:nan 
!! i: 
11a 
d I! 
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f.2!: ~ Death "but dead 
Is the ~lld dew •••• •• 
"Trembling and anc tent as the Dead, 
Then, rar-off reath • • 
"like A. youns anteJ opo 
I hr1ve a garden of my in ::prlnc--Tlmo 
own, 
nut :::o with roses ovel"grown, 
And lilies, that you would it 
To be a little wilderness; 
And all the ~r1nr:-t-1me of the 
It only loved to be there ••• 
r,uen9: 
yea~, 
. . \ 
1 
\ 
"Lilies" sucgests ~is~ Sltw.ll's 
" • • 
II 
. . 
IJ 
I t1 l iof lilies •••• , a connection 
I 
reinforced, by 
''Fed with sweet mil 
I 
another passage in / ~~Nymph Complainln~: \ 
I 
l 
,, 
:r 
J, 
il 
q 
I, 
;! 
I! 
I! 
d 
:r 
i 
I With sweetest milk and sugar first 
I it nt my om finr;ers nursed; 
An~ ~s it gl"P.W, ~o every ~ay 
It waxed more 71h1te and S't;P.et than they. 
It h~>.d so sweet a breath'. '.And oft 
1 blushed to see its foot pore soft 
And white, shall I say than my hand? 
Najt, any lady' a of tho lan{i . •••• 
And its pure v1rr;1n limbs to fold 
Jn -:hitent ::hoots of l1lie9 co:id: 
ln fair Ely!}iU!':1 to endure, t 
i';i th milk-like lambs 1 and ermines pure. • • , , II 
II ji"Lambs" suggests "wool" and "el"mines" 1 "miniver". 
,, 
" " 
" 
It i:::: dc:::irable 1 
ii 
'plic1t some of the"hooks and II 
" 
before continuing, to make more ex1 
eyes "which link elements in An Old I 
---, 
iit~oman Laments, Here, as elsewhere, for clarlty,the significant 
il II 
I 
' 
! 
\ 
\ 
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iwords are underlined. The link, "tears", binding together "amber" 
~~nd "gums"1 is found in the first quotation from .lo!arvell. 2 
I 
II 
II 
" •••• the tears do come 
Sad, slowly, dropping like a gum ••••• 
The brotherless Heliades 
Melt in such amber tears as these ••••• " 
"Propping" is changed, in Miss Sitwell's poem, into 
idrip". This helps link the two passages. _, 
I The last two quotations on the preceding page are dil: 
:rectly bound together by the common element, "milk", and the two p 
I
I 11 
bombined are directly linked to An Old Woman Laments by the ele- (i 
II -- (',· menta, "sweetest milk","nursed","soft","lilies","lambs", and 
I I 
i'ermines". But the moat pervasive link of all seems to be "white'1 1• 
[he many images associated with it in !!}. .Q!!! ~!! I.aments are 1 
~ufficient corroboration -"soft as wool •••• from miniver", "coral I! 
boughs", "sweet milk of lilies", and most of the last two stanzas.ii 
I I 
I There is more than enough evidence to adequately ' I . 
:prove the relationship between The Nymph Complaining and ~ ~ 
~~oman Laments. First, there is the similarity of elements. Next, 
II ~~here is a similarity in the t1 tles. And finally, there is a sim-1: 
ilarity in the form, for both were written in octo-syllabic coupJ 
I 
·,lets. Marvell's poem must be considered as one of the more im-
11 
:portant sources of An Old Woman Laments. 
1----------
1 I 1 cr. p. ia. 
li 2/ cr. p. 11a. 
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--------1 Another source u::~ed consciously or unconsciously by~~ 
) 
1~1ss Sitwell 1s Christopher Smart's A Gon,. ~ David,also inc_?.ud- i_l,· 
ij 
lied in the first volume of .!.!:!£ Pleasures .2£ Poetn• The lines are lj 
j1octo-syllabic 1 but the rhyme-scheme is a,a,b,c,c,b. The rhyme- ,, 
,, I 
!!scheme of the seventh stanza of !..iss Sitwcll' s poem 1a a,a, b, c ,a,, 
I · ;I 
[tho same as that of S:nart's rt1th the last line omitted. •1 
i ii 
j/ Thoro are other links. A relationship can be traced :/ 
!!between !i song ~ David and Tho Nymph Comnla1n1ng. 
1
i 
II LXXII " 
1
1
1' s t i t d t ,j wee s he ow hat falls betimes, ,, 
!1 t.nd drops upon the leafy limes; I 
I
I Sweet Hermon's fragrant air: 
sweet is the lilly's oilver bell, 
And sweet the wakeful tapers s~oll 
That watch for early pray'r. 
l.XX.Irr 
Sweet the young nurse with love intense 
V.hich smiles o'er sleeping innocence· ' 
Sweet when the lost arrive: ' 
Sweet the musician's ardour beats ••••• 
The linking with the following passage, by "drops", ii 
il and the religious ittagery, explains, prob- Ji 
II 
l 
I. 
va 
I 
J 
I nections 
q 
!I 
\I 
!I 
' 
,, 
' I 
I 
!'Laments 
" 'weet" "frar-r::mt" 
.J , u. , and "nurse" furn1s11 further 
between!:. ::.ons::: to nwid ~nd 1:h2 :ly:nph Co:nplaining. 
iiith sweetest ::~ilk and s;.~g:l•' flrst 
I it at my own fingers nursed; 
And "'A 1t r;re\?, so every day 
It waxed more white and sweet than 
Jt had so sweet a breath--=-: , • 
they. 
I 
Part of the fifth and ~ixth stanzas of An Old I Woman, 
has been traced. 
I sit beneath these coral bou~hs 
:Vhere the air's s 1l ver plumage grows 
r~~d flows like water with a sigh. 
Ped with sweet milk of lilies, l 
Still feel the dew like amber gums, 
That from the richest spice-tree comes, 
!!rip down upon my turbanned head, 
Tremblin6 and ancient as the Dead • • • 
I 
The source of some of tho imagery not underlined can be found 19 
,a selection from George Darley's significantly titled Nepenthe,! 
a selection included in 7he Pleasi.u•es of Poetry: 
i 
0 ble~t unfabled Incense Tree, 
That burns in glorious Araby, 
~ith red scent chalicine the air, 
7111 earth-life ~;ro'H ElyBian there! 
• • • • 
The mountainless creon wilds among, 
!!oro ends she her unechoinp; song! 
With amber te~rn anrt octorouB sighs 
liourned by tho desert where she dies,' 
0 fast her amber blood doth flow 
From the heart-wounded Jncen~ree, 
I' 1/ Cf. P• xvia • 
. -=~=~'''~=-J-.7--"="'"=c=-~~c~ ~-ccc~-~7C '~'' 
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~as earth's dccp-e:nbosomed woe 
!n_silent rivulets to the sea: 
ir 
I 
ii 
'I !t 
II 
'! 
Ji tl lji 
i' ' I' II 
Beauty may -.voap her fair first-born, 
Perchance in an rosplendent tears, 
~;uch golden dewdrops bow like corn 
7;hen the stern sickler:uln~ears, 
I! l1
1 
,r ' li This passage is linked with .!ill!. Nymph Cooplaining by '! 
I 1 ii /!the common elements, "amber", "tears", "weep", and "!Uysian". It:[ 
!i :i 
l!is linked directly with~ Ql!! ?.'oman Laments by, rirst, the form,i 
!! 
j'or the stanza, both poems having stanzas 
:i 
or four octo-syllabic il II 
!I 
and third stanzas quot- 1 
ii 
::lines rhyming in pairs. Next, the second 
,, 
!1ed contain imagery that is probably the basis for Miss 
!' 
II' 
''flows II 
1! 
like water with a sigh". 
il 
SitiYOll Is: 
I' ,I 
" u 
amber tears and odorous sishs•••• II 
I' II 
!I 
II jl 
·I II 
II 
lior 
i' li 
I[ 
fi 
,! 
i;1n 
_!i 
"her amber blood doth flow •••• 
!n silent rivulets to the~:" 
"Golden do~drops", in the last stanza, addS tho 
amber as a rurther bond between "dew• and "gums" • 2 II 
zovoral bends link narley' s !i_e~nthe to anotner poe~ if 
the same volume, a poem also written in Octo-syllabiC line.s- !j 
;·coleridge's 
!, 
Kubl.!, ,191an' 
It 
II 
li 
!i 
1: ;; 
il 
li 
'I 
u 
I' 
•' 
[< 
In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome doc 
wnere Alph, tile s10cred r 1, rae: 
Tbrough caverns measure~ ~n to a sunless s~. ~
'I 
:i II 
H 
I! jl 
:I il I! 
I' ;l 
<; 
!! 
" II ,, I' il 
II 
li 
,, ,, 
I' 
·' I 
i! 
I 
'I 
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'I I II 
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11 
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! lr 
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:.lo t\1ice five ;niles of fertile t;round 1 
ra th walls and towers were girdled round: :1 
And there wero gardens brieht with sinuous rill~, 
l'ihero blossomed many an incense-bearing tree; :) 
AnG hero 'i/ere forests ancient aa the hills, 
EnfoldinG sunny spots of greenery. !
1
1
1 Dut. oh! that deop romantic chas"' which slanted 
Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover! 
A savage place~ ~s holy and enchanted 
As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted 
By woman wailing for her de::::on-lover! 
And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil 
seething, 
As if this earth in fast thick pants wore 
braathin~:, -
A mighty fountain momently was forced: 
Amid whose Gwift half-intermitted burst 
Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hall, 
Or chaffy grain beneath tho thresher's flail: 
And'mid these dancing rocks at once and ever 
It flung momently the sacred river. 
Five miles meandering with a mazy motion 
Through wood and dale the sacred river ran, 
Then reached the caverns measureless to man, 
And aank in tumult to a lifeless ocean: --
And 'mid thi~ tumult Y.ubla heard from far 
Ancestral voices prophesying war~ 
The sr..ndow or the dome of pleasure 
Floated r1!dway on the waves; 
\1here was heard the mingled measure 
Prom tho fountain and the caves. 
It was a miracle of rare device, 
A sunny pleasure-dome with caves cf ice: 
A damsel with a dulcimer 
In a vision once I saw: 
It was an Abyssinian maid, 
And on her dulcimer she played, 
:.ling1ng of ,;,aunt Abora. 
Could I revive within me 
Her symphony and song, 
To such a deep deli&ht 'twould win me, 
That with music loud and long, 
I would build that dome in air, 
Th~t sunny dome! those caves of ice! 
imd all who heard should see them there, 
And all should cry, Beware! Beware~ 
His flashine eyes, his floating hair! 
Weave a circle round h~ thrice, 
And clone your eyes with holy dread, 
For he on honey-dow hath fed, 
And drunk the ~ilk of rarad~. 
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The imaces in the last two lines probably mingled 
th those in this passage from Marvell, 
'I I 
I i: And its pure virgin limbs to fold In whitest sheets of lilies cold: 
In fair Elysium to endure 
With milk-like lambs, and ermines pure ...... 
to contribute toward the creation of "fed with sweet milk or 
I 
1 
' 2 
lilies"• And "the shadow of the dome of pleasure floated" may 
have some connection with "beneath these floating branches' 
; 
shade". But the passage in Miss Sitwell's poem most obviously 
1derived from Kubla ~ is this in the seventh stanzu 
I 
' 
"Yet long ago, a lovely ~. 
On grass, a fading silver tune 
Played on an anc lent dulcimer •••• " 
,There are two significant passages~ 
" .. .. ancient as the hills, 
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery. !I 
But oh~ that deep romantic chasm which slanted 'I 
Down the green hill •••• " l1 \i II 
"It was an Abyssinian maid, 
And on her dulcimer she;played, 
Singing of 1iount A bora ••••• " 
The "dulcimer" in the first stanza or ~ 21£ Woman 
i ,, 
\i 
I' I 
:: 
I·' ,, 
1
'Laments and the e,;tra line in the seventh are derived from Swin- '11 
'.burne'-s !!!!!, llasque 2f. queen Bersabe, an extract from which is ,; 
:iincluded ln the third volume of !h2 Pleasures gf Poetry, The ;! 
II .ii \· :1 
; stanzas of immediate significance are all included in the volume~ 
ii \ 
ij 'I 
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.• f !!Scheme o 
li 1 
!tstanza. 
I' ,I !poem and 
I, 
(bonds are 
1: 
'above: 
AROI.AH 
I am the queen Amalek. 
There was no tender touch or fleck 
To opoil my body or bared feet. 
My words were soft like dulcimers, 
And the first sweet of grape-flowers 
Uade each side of my bosom sweet. 
My raiment wac as tender fruit 
IThose rind smells sweet of spice-tree root, 
Bru1oed balm-blossom and budded wheat. 
ARINOAll 
I am the queen Ahino~m. 
Like the throat of a soft slain lamb •••• 
The lines are again octo-syllabic, and the rhyme- i 
the first five lines is the same as that of the seventh, 
II 
The connection between the subjeot•tnatter of :>winburne's' 
!I 
II the first stanza of ~ Q12 Woman Laments in clear. The 
made more firm by the stanza following those quoted 
ATARAH 
I am the queen Sidonian ••••• 
Spikenard was hidden in my ships, 
Honey and wheat and myrrh in strips 
l'ihite wools that shine as colour 
Soft linen dyed upon the fold, 
Split spice • , • , 
Cedar and broken calamus. 
does, 
" ,, il 
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I 
"Spice-tree" and "opice •••• cedar" suggest the "spice-! 
' 
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jlinked to its context, :; 
1\1} 
I II I I' 
I
. •I 
',I I " Fed with sweet milk of lilies,. I 
I i! r! 
1 Still reel the dew like amber gums, 11 
r
l That from the richest spice-tree comes •••• " '\ 
II ! tl 
!"Incense-bearing tree" can be linked directly to the passage !i 
I ,I 
!,quoted above,l and "spice-tree", as a comparison of the next two 
il 
1 quotations will show~ 
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II 
iJ 
"Lly words were sort like dulcimers •••• 
lly raiment was as tender fruit 
Whose rind smells sweet of spice-tree 
Bruised balm-blossom .••• 
root,. 
.. Where blossomed many an incense-bearing 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A damsel with a dulcimer •••• " 
i 
tree; : 
;I 
" 
:I A source can be found for the "richest spice-tree". q 
i1one I 
' 
of the speakers, Cleopatra, in the lolasque of Queen Bersabe il 
!I says, "I am the queen of Ethiope." Romeo, in Romeo and Juliet, 
i!says 2 
. ' , 
il 
! 
I I' li 
II L 
II 
ij 
li li 
!• 
" ,, :: 
i, 
"0, she doth teach the torches to burn bright~ t\ 
It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night 'j 
Like a rich Jewel in an F.thiop's ear; 1 
Beauty tci()rich for use, for earth too dear~ .1
1
· 
So shows a iiiiOWy dove trooping with crows, 1 
As yonder lady o'er her fellows shows." 11 q 
'i 
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1/ cr. PP• via,viiia. 
2/ Act I, Gc. v • 
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":'his P"~snec, with the followinr:; I:!nes from Herrick's Corinna's :! 
'I 
Going ~ ;laytnp;, one of the poe:ns included in The Pleasurea 2f. j[ 
i 
1 
Poetry, suggests the origin or the last !two stanzas or Miss sit..:; 
' ' !, 
well's poem. This is from Herrick's po&'u'! 1 ' ~ ! i 1 
ii 
' 
' 
' Rise! and put on your Foliage, and be seen 
To co~e forth, like the Sprin~-time, fresh 
and p;reen; . 
And sweet as Flora. Take no care 
For Jewels for your Gown, or Hair: 
Fear not; the leaves will strew 
Gems in abundance upon i l-Oll: 
Besides the childhood of \h~ Day has kept, 
Against you come, some Orient Pearls unwept: 
Come, and receive them "11h1le tho light 
Hango on the new-locks ',of the night •••• 
• • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 
i 
Come, let us go, while we ~re in our prime, 
f.nd take the hat•ruless foll[l of the time. 
We shall grow olu apace, and die 
Before we l((,ow"Oiir libel;'ty. --
Our life is shol't, and our days run 
As fast away as does the Sun; 
And as a Vapour, or a drop of Rain, 
Once lost, can ne'er be found again, 
So when you or I are made 
A Fable, Song, or fleeting ~hade, 
All love, all l.l.kin~_;, all delit;ht, 
i: 
~ I 
li 
ii 
' II ,, 
ii 
i 
Lies drowned with us in endless nirht. . 
Then while time serves, and we are but decaying; 
Come, me Corinna, come, let's go a May1ne• 
The twice-repeated "night" links significant pas-
sages in Romeo ~ Juliet .l The origin of so::~e of tho imagery of ! 
' ! 
.the third and last stanzas of~ Old Woman Laments is in this 
selection from one of Juliet's speeches: 2 
~----------------------------------------------------!1 
1/ cr. p. xia • 
2/ Act III, Sc. ii • 
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JULIF.T 
ROMEO 
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!! il xiiia 
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Come, civil night, 
Thou sober-suited matron, all in black, 
And learn mo how to lose a winning match, 
Play'd for a pair of stainless maidenhoods: 
Hood my unmann'd blood bating in my cheeks 
With thy black mantle, till strange love 
grown bold 
Think truu love acted simple modesty. 
Come, niGht, como, Romeo, come, thou day in 
:~ 
' i: 
,: 
" !I 
II 
r' 
rl 
ni[ht; 
For- thou wilt lie upon the w!nr,s of nir:ht 11 
Whiter- than new snow on a raven's back. I 
Come, cantle night, come, Iovine, black-brow'd 1 
night, 11 
Give me my Romeo; and, when he shall die, I 
Take him and cut him out in little stars, 1 
And he will make the face or heaven- HO f lne. II 
That all the wor-ld !!ill be in love with night, 1 
And pay no wor-ship to the gar-ish sun. • , • • •' 
so tedious is this-day ' 
As is the nir;ht befor-e some festival [ 
To an impatient child that hath new robes I 
And may not wear them. 0, her-e comes my nur-se, ! 
And she brines news, and every tongue that speaks 
But Romeo's name &peaks heayenl J( eloquence. [
1 
"Nightu is ag:tin the link in this passage~1 
II 
It 
I! 
,I 
II 
II Thou know' st the mask or a1p;ht ls on my race, ,, 
Else would a maiden blush bepalnt rny cheek II 
For that which thou hast heard me speak to-night;. 
• • • • therefore pardon me, 11 
And not impute this yielding to light love, ., 
:lhicll the dark nieht hath so discovered. ([ 
Lady, by yonder blessed moon I swear, 21 That tips with silver all these rruit-tree tops '\ 
. . • • . . . . . . . II 
s There is yet another significant passage, linked to 
others by "night." and "cheek":4 
il 
II 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
4/ 
--------- ________ ...;,! 
Act II • So • 11 • 
Cf• fourth stanza, P• ia • 
Act II, Sc. 11 • 
"Cheek" is an element common to all the passages quoted 
Romeo ~Juliet. 
' 
II 
II 
rromi 
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11 Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, ;) 
I 
Who is already sick and pale with grief, ·' 
·~ jl :ha: t~ou he~ m~id. ar~ f~r ~ore f~ir • th~n ~he: 
J 
[ 
!) 
The brightness of her cheek would shame those 
stars, 
As daylight doth a lamp; her eyes in heaven 
Would through the airy region stream so bright 
That birds would sing and think it were not 
night. 
See, how she leans her cheek upon her hand~ 
o, that I were a glove upon that hand, 
That I might touch that cheek~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . li 
0, speak again, bright angel! for thou art [ 
As glorious to this night, being o'er my head,,l 
As is a winged messenger of heaven 1 
Unto the white-upturned wondering eyes I 
Of mortals that fall back to gaze on him, 
then he bestrides the lazy-pacing cl~uds 
And sails upon the bosom of the ~· 
To understand the origin of 
II I sit beneath these coral boughs 
~bare the air's silver plumage. " • • • 
II 
IJ compare with the quotation~ from Romeo and Juliet these 
I' 
I 
passages' 
:J from lUlton's Comus: 
IJ II li 
II 
li 
I 
i 
J 
Can any mortal mixture of earth's could 
Breathe such divine inchanting ravishment? 
sure something holy lodGes in that breast, 
And with these ra~res moves the vocal air 
To testify his hidden residence. 
How sweetly did they-float upon the wings 
Of silence through the empty-vaulted night, 
At every fall smoothing the raven down 
or darknens till it smiled: 1 have oft heard 
l/ Cf. eir,hth stanza, p. Ha. 
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" 
~y mother Circe with tho ~1rens three, 
A:'llidot the flo·.n'>ry-kirtlcd Naiades, 
Cullinr, their potent hcrbn and baleful drugs, 
\';'ho, as they sung, would take the prisoned 
soul, 
And lap it in f:lysium • • 
• • • • • • • • 
Unmuffle, yo faint stars; and thou, fair lloon, 
That wont 1 st to love tho traveller's benison, 
Gtoop thy pale vioaee through an amber cloud, 
And disinherit Chaos, that reigns here 
Jn double nicht or darkness and of sh'\des; 
cr, if your influence be quite dammed up 
With black uRurping mists, some gentle taper 
• • visit us 
\11th thy lone levelled rule or streaminG 
And thou shalt be our star of Arcady, 
I 
l1cht ,' 
i Or Tyrian Cynosure. --.- • I 
• • • • • • • I 
And :nsdom' s self 
Oft seeks to o~cet retired solitude, 
\"!here, with her best nurse, Ccnter.tplation, 
Sho plumes her feathers, and lets !'rcw her 
winp:n • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
'1'he earth cumbered, _and the wine;od air dar ked 
with plut~en • • • • 
"Sit" and "coral" can be traced to the selection 
l 
i 
Cc~us, Sabrina's Song, included in The Pleasures of Poetry:: 
~abrina fair, 
Listen where thou art sittinc 
Under the c;lassy, cool, translucent wave, 
In twisted braids of lilies knitting 
Tho loose train of thy amber-droppinc; hair; 
Iiston for dear honour' c sake, 
Goddess of the silver lake • • • • 
In na:ne of c;re::tt Oceanus, 
By the earth-chakinc; Neptune's mace •••• 
By hoary Nereus' wrinkled look •••• 
And old soothcaying Glaucus' spell •••• 
••• • nhe s1t3 on diamond rocks .••• 
From thy eoral-pavon bed • • • • 
i: 
lli•u·vell' s The Garden contains lines that also contribute toward I 
:r 
-11 tho ·1magerycof'it1!lB ·s1 twell' s··rtrth stanza. - -- ~- --- ---
ii 
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Annihilating all that's m9.de 
To a green thought in a green shade. 
II 
If Here at the fountain's sliding foot, 
I! Or at sorae fruit-tree's mossy root., 
1''
,
1
1 Casting the body's vest aside, 
J,!y soul into the bouphs does elida: 
tj There, like a b1t>d_~~_sits and sinr;s, 
j
1 
Then whets and combs its Dilver wings, 
' And, till prepat>ed i'o!' longer i'lic;ht, '1· ! 
.
' \faves in its plumes the various light~ 
11 I This adequately explains the first. two lines, but 
1
! 
!\does not explain the completed sentence~ . ll 
1[11 !',·.·, " I ·sit beneath these -coral boughs 
_
1 
7lhere the air's silver plumage grows ['I 
11 And flo!!'s like water with a sigh. " [ II ' 
II I, 
II 1 , ~~--, 
l
iThe last line has already been traced, but. the connection with 
1 
~~the first two has not. All -that 1s necessary is -to tind links li 
!/connecting Comus and the selection from Nepenthe. 2 One of the 
1
1
[ 
l.'t I I' itlinks, "Elysium", 1s in the selection quoted at the top of the II 
lipreceding page. Another, "amber", appears twice in Comus.3 A thirJ, 
I' I' 
til tl 
"llepenthes", furnishes a very strong link • li 
I "With spirits of balm and fragrant syrups mixed. 11, !I ;;ot th9.t llepentlws :¥h1ch the wife of Thone 
11
, 
II In Egypt • • • • " II 
I! II 
'iThe two poems can also be linltod by shoWing the relationship of li 
I! II ;~each to a third poem, Y.ubla ~· nere is a passage from Comus'\ I' 
" 
" II 1;--------------- ---------- ----
11 II 1/ Cf'. 
:1 2/ cr. 11 3/ cr. 
" II 
u j; 
p. viia • 
p. via • 
p. xva • 
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Virgin, daughter of Locrine, 
Spt•ung of old ;..nt;hises' line, 
;.';a~ thy brimueo waves for this 
Their full trihute never' miss 
From a thousand petty rills, 
Th;,t t.umbl!:! clown the sno;,y r1i J ls: 
• • be Cl'OWnbd 
·.~ith t!Lln4~ a tVWt"C anJ tt:t1 r·ace rlounU •••• 
here is the corresponu!nt; passage from l\ubla Kl>fln: 
~ twice five miles or fertile ground 
":;llh w-•llr. anc: towel's wel'e irdled round: 
And t Jel'e iltll'C eaPdans tll'i£;ht with sinuous 
rill" • 
And hero wore forests ancient as the hill.s •••• 
, Uost of the imagery of An Old ~ioman Laments has bee 
-- I 
'Lracea. The imagery ·,<;h1ch has been wholly or partially traced is 
An ill ~orn'l.n I a01ents in Gvrln~-Ttme 
I walk en erass as soft as wool, 
Or fluff thf\t our old fingcro pull 
I~rom beaver or frommin1 v._;r,-
;.>r.eet-soundinr;_:1.s a dulcimer,-
A peer ol~ woman craep1ne where 
The younG can never pry and stare. 
I am so ~· J should be eone,-
Too ole 'Lo warm in the Jr.1nd sun 
l>iy wrinkled face; my hat th,._t flaps 
~ill l•idH it, and mv cloak has lapo 
Thst tr31l upon the era:::::; aR J 
J,ike somt> warm s!:ade of ::;pr1nF" creep ~. 
And all the laden fruit-bour-hs spread 
Into a silver :::ound, but dead 
Is the wild de~ I used to know, 
Nor will the mornine music r-row. 
I sit beneath these coral boughs 
Where the 'li!_' 1 o silver plunace r;rows 
And flows. 1 !lw water with a sigh. __ 
Ped with sweet milk of lilies, I- -
XV i.la 
' i\ 
Still feel the de~ like amber zums, 
That fron the richest spice-tree comes, 
Drip down upon my turbanned head, 
Trembling and ancient as the Dead, 
Beneath these floating branches' shade. 
Yet len~ ago, a lovely ffiaid, 
On Grass, a fadine silver tune 
Played on an ancient dulcimer, 
(And soft as wool of miniver) 
I walked like a younr; antelope, 
And nay was but anEh1op, 
Beside my fatrne~n shininG thet'e-
l1~_21Rck shade seemed the bt'ightest ait' 
nhen T was lovely as the snows,-
A fading start'iness that flows • • • 
Then, far-off !"le.<tth ~<eemed but the shade 
That those heavenly branches made , , • • 
A passage already quoted, from! Song to navid, is 
possible sout'ce of some of tho fourth stanza.l 
J.XXTT 
Sweet lo the dew that falls betimes, 
And drops upcn-fhe leafy limes; 
Sweet Hermon's ft'agrant air: 
~~oct is tho lilly's silvot' bell, 
And sweet the wakeful tapers smell 
That watch for eat'lY pray'r. 
LXXIII 
Sweet • • • • 
Sweet the musician's a~our beats ••••• 
~Song to navid is the source of "beaver". "Of 
the beaver plods his task •••• " occurc in the twenty-f 
1/ p. va • f!/ "!l:r:::ine" occurs in the sixty-second stanza. 
xv11ia 
- - -'f-=~=-=~----·-· 
... ~. ~_) 
I 
Blake 1 s The Ecok of Thel, included in ~ Pleasures 
of Poetr-y, contains imagery that, perhaps, is the source of 
"morninr; music","lovely", and "fading": 
The Daughters of the 5eraphim led round their 
ounny flecks-
All but tho youngest: she in paleness sought t 
secret ai:•, 
-.-. 1 
the river of Adona her soft voica is 
h.O:l~ci, 
And thus her gentle ll!a~m~e~~~~~_!~~~Jl~~~~~ 
lnr, dew, 
"0 lif f thi c •i ' h f d th 1 t o o s our ··~ "G· w y a es e o us 
of the 'lnt.~z·7 
~by fade these children of the Sprine, born but 
to scilo and fall? 
Ah! Thel is like a watery bow, and like a part-
in~ cloud, 
I. ike a reflect ion in a ~lass, like shadows in 
the water, 
Like dreams of infants, like a smile upon an 
infant's face, 
Like the dove'3 voice, like tr-ansient day, like 
music in the ~!r. 
Ah: gentle may I lay me down, and gentle rest 
r..y head, 
And gentle sleep the sleep of death, and gentle 
hear the voice 
Of Him that walketh in the garden in the eve 
time: " 
The I.ily of the Valley, breathinr; in the humble 
II erasa, 1 Answered the lovely ma:ld, and said: "I a::J a il wa.tery weed • • - •• i ... J Yet I am visited from heaven; a."ld He that sn1le 
on all 
lr Walks in the valley, -and each ~ over me 
f!l spreadn II is hand, 
'I Sayine;, 'Rejoice, thou humble crass, thou new-
1
11 born 111;)'-flower, 
Thou r;entio naid of silent valleys and of mod-
I' ----
·J est brooks; 
1
1
1 For thou shalt be clothed in light and !.!:!! with 
morn in;: rnnna, 
I! Till summer 1 s heat melts thee beside the foun-i) 
,. tains and the sprine;s, 
-.·.c · ·c-c • -~c:L"cccc=~.~c-.~=~=~••c cc· =o• 
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To flcurich in eternal vales.' Then why chould 
Thel complain? 
Why shoulOthe mistress of tho vales of llar ut 
ter a nigh ;" 
She ceased and smiled in tears, then sat down 
in her cilvcr shrine. ---
l'hel answered: "O thou little virgin of the 
peaceful valley, 
Giving to lhc:::e that cannot crave, the voice-
less, th& o'ertired: 
Thy breath doth ncurinh the innocent lamb; he 
s:::olls thy :n1lky eariUentn, -
Ue crops thy flowers, ~hile thou sittest sm11-
!.ng in his race, 
Wiping his mild and meekin mouth from all con-
t<J.cicus taintn. 
Thy wine dolh purify the t:olden honey; thy per 
fume, 
Which thou dost scatter on every little blade 
of crass that sprinGs, 
Revives the milked cow, and tames the fire-
breathing steed ••••• " 
"·~ueen of the vales, • the I.Uy answered, "ask 
the tender Cloud, 
And it shall tell thee why it glitters in tho 
corn in~ sky, 
f.nd why i sc:J.ttcrs its l:lrirht beauty throut;h 
tho hu::lid ::li!. • • • • " 
"0 11 ttle Cloud", the v irg1n caid, "I charge 
thee tell to mo 
Why thou cocplainest not, When in one hour 
thou f:.a' st away • • • • " 
• • • • • • • 
"Unseen dencondi!'lr weich my light _!incs upon 
balmy flo-..:e ro. 
And court t!":e fair-eyed new to take me to her 
shining tent • • • • " 
• • • • • • 
"frut I food not tho warbling birds, they fly 
and seck their food. 
But Thol dolic;hts in these no more.' because I 
fade awa" 
- .. 
And all shall say, ':':ithc·ut a. use this shining 
woman lived; 
Or did she onlr live to be at death the reed 
Of \fO!'l:lS? • 
• • • • • • • • 
" The daughter of Beauty wiped her pitylnc tears 
----- ----;,-=-=~~ccc.o~=-,,=,- -"=''·'=---- with her- white vei-l, ~-'- '0-'''-"--' 
.I 
:: 
' ,, 
I 
xxa 
And :;aid: "Alas~ ! kne>Y not this, and therefo 
diu I weep. 
That God would love a worn I knew, and punish 
the evil foot 
That ·.vilful bruised its helpless fore; 
llc cherished it 
ra th milk anu oil I never knew, and therefore 
didlweep. 
And r c~mplained in the mild air, because I 
~W'<Yo 
And lay ~e do~~ 1~ thy cold bed, and le~ve ~Y 
_flllininr; 1 ot • " 
" 1~ueen of the vales," the matron Clay answered, 
"I he::trd thy sip-hn • • • • " 
• • • • 
~he sar. the couches of the ~ • • • • 
She wandered in the land of cloudo, through 
·t~lleys d:lrk, listening 
Dolours and-ra5entat1ons: waiting oft beside a 
de'."TY grave • • • • 
And heard this voice cf sorrow breathed from 
the hollow pit. • • • • 
"Why a nostril wide inhaling terror, trembline, 
and affr1r,ht ? 
Why a tender curb upon the youthful burning 
boy ? • • u 
It is now possible to trace "trembling and ancient 
the Dead •••• ". It has been shO\'Irl that tho color or amber,_ 
uorrow, l:.:, appa:·ently, the most important linking 
ement in the sixth stanza.1 This same element links "dead" 
"trembling" in tho last suction or Blake's poemr 
'l"hal entered in, and sawthe secrets of the 
l11.nd unkno;;n. 
She saw the couches of the de~d, and where the 
fibrous root ----
Cf evc:-y heart on earth infix as 1 ts restleus 
twists; 
11. land of sorrow and tearo, where never st::ile 
was seen. 
-· ---- -- - ----- --· --~~- .. - --- '- . 
xxia 
She wandat•ed in the land of clouds; thr'our,h val 
lcys da.-k, lictening 
Dolours and la~ontations: waiting oft beside a 
dewy crave ~ • • • 
" • • , • showering fruits and 
coined gold 1 
\Thy "- tone;ue impressed \'lith honev f:-o::: every 
win~ ? ~ • • • 
~hy a nontril wide inhalinc terror, trcobl1ng, 
and affr'icht ? • , , • n 
link between "tre:::blinc" and "ancient" cannot be found in 
.I the poe::J of Blake':::, nnd no it 1;; necesnar'y to turn again to 
1rst six lines at the top of page viiia. Thone have already 
linked to Conus, but they are also linked to Book IV of 
!I 
'I 
Out of the fertile ground he ca~ned to grow 
All trees of noblest kind for sight, s:::ell, 
taste; 
~~ all ami~ the::: steed the tree of lifo, 
High, eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit 
Of vegetable ~old; • • • • 
Southward thr'ouP,h Rdon went a river large, 
Nor changed his course, but throur;h the shar;p;Y 
hill 
r~s~underneath en~ulfed; • • • • 
Rose a frt~>•h fountain, and \'lith many a rill 
·;;atercu Lhe rardo:1; l-hence united fell 
Down the steen Flade • • • , 
Rolling on orient pearl and sands or gold, 
Wlth oat? error• ;1ndcr pendent shades 
Fan nee 3r • • • • 
The open field, a!'l.d wher'e the unpierced shade 
!wbt'o11ned the noontide bowers: thus was this 
place 
A happy rur3l neat of various view; 
Groves whose rich trees wept. odorous gUI:IG and 
pal:~, 
Others whose fruit burnished with golden rind, 
aune; amhble ( t]esyerian fables true, 
If true, here only • • • • 
------------------------------------------~ ' I 
~1 
xxiia 
I 
·I 
II I, 
11 
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. a rs, vernal airs 'I 
j: Breath1nr; the snell of field "'.ntl grove, attune': 
(. 
:
1
1_' The tre::~bllnr: lcn.von, while universal Fan, il 
· F.nit with the Graces and the Hours In dance, 
I' I Led on tho eternal ;;prinr;. • • • • i' /
1 
Nor where the Aba::dn kj_ncn their issue_guard, ii 
[; tJonnt Am~r:J., thonp;h this by some supposed i• 
p !£Eo Paradi~e, under thn !·:t.h1<'p llne • • • • :: 
tl li 
11 ;I !! "Trembling" in~~ of Thel Is linked to the "trembl1n;;" in [[ 
i/ Paradi!!e I.ost by tho color or amber, thereby knitting together i! 
1,! - ' 
:I ·i "trembling", "anc lent", 'Jnd "Tle"'-d". 
'· 
' 
1: ,. 
"richest spice-tree" can be found jl lj Another !lource of 
I 
:lin the last four lines at the l, bottom of the preceding page. Thes.e 
I :r I' !I are linked wl th ~ ::.asgue £! Queen Bersabe by "trees", "odorou11: 
!I :1 
1\gums", "fruit", and "rind".1 Tho link bet-«een this and the other! 
! source2 is "Ethiop" • 3 :\ 
I ,. !I 
11 The same passage is a key to the source of "flo'lting 
!I branches' shade". A fe'll pae;en further on in Book IV occurs this:: 
I 
I, 
I, passage: ii 
lj 
II I. 
II 
I' II 
,t 
Yon flowery arbours, yonder alleys green, 
Cur ~~lk ~t noon. with branches over~rown •••• 
Thooc blooo~~lso, and those droopinG gums 
• • • • • 
;! 
!!The final link is found in this passace in Book Ii:: 
il 
!l 
!: 
u 
'I 
Fold above fold, a surging maze, his head 
Crested aloft, and carbuncle his eyes; 
·-~i th burnished neck of ve:-ct:1nt cold, erect 
/.midst his circlinr; spires, that on the grass 
Floated redundant: pleas1ne was his shape, 
l\.nd 1 ovely ; • • • • 
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There is another source of "flot>_tinc branches' shadei. 
Khan contaim; these lines: 
I! 
i 
His flttshin~: eyes, his floatln£ hair! 
Weave a circle round him thrice, 
And close your f'yon ·•ith hal,. dread, 
For he on ~onox-dow hath fed, 
~~d drunk tho ~ilk of faradise, 
i l! Here is part of the last sane in CornuA: 1 
Ji 
II 
I 
Here behold so coodly gro·.m 
ThroR f<J.ir branches of your own. 
Heaven hath timely tried their youth, 
And sent them •••• Jn victorious d~~ce 
O'er se~nsu'l.l 'Polly ancl Inte:nporance. 
To the ocean now I fly 
And those happy climes that lie 
Whore day never shuts his eye, 
TJp in the bro:J.c fiolcs of the sky. 
There I suck tho liquid air, 
All amidst the Gardens fair 
Of llesperus, and his dau;;titors three 
Th!\t nin<' ahr.nt tl1A Golden Tree, 
Along the crinped shades and bowers 
Fevels the spruce and jocund ~pring; 
The Graces and the rosy-bosomed Hours •••• 
i 
i 
II li 
" II 
!I 
II 
lj 
d 
I 
li 
I 
i 
II 
!! 
1: 
II 
; Tho two courcos of "floating branches' shade" are related 
il to each 
[/ other, since tho last quotation from Comus is obviously related 
d lj to the key-passage in Paradi:w !:2.:!!· 2 The latter is related to 
I 
/[ the first few lines of Kubla Khan, and :Jo 
"The shadow of the dome of pleasure 
lt.,loated • • • • n li 
1: I: may be considered a third source. 
,, 
II 
I• 
" -------------------------·-----------: II 
li ii 1/ cr. p. xviia for the linking of the two poems. 
I! 2/ p. xxila • ,. 
I' li 
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The last two lines of Miss :atwell' s poem are derive 
I 
the following poem of Tennyson's: 
What time the mirhty moon wns CRtherine lit;ht 
I~ve paced the thymy plots of ParadiGe, 
Jnd all about hin roll'd his lustrous eyes; 
~ben, turning round a cassia, full in view, 
neath, walking all alone beneath a yow, 
And tnlkinr; to himself, t"irst met his sight. 
'You must begon~' said Death, 'these walks are 
mtno.' 
r.ove wept and SPread his sheeny vans for flighti 
Yet ere ha parted said, 'This hour is thine; : 
Thou art the shadow of life, and as the tree 
Stands in the sun and shadows all beneath, 
:C"-o in the light of great eternl ty 
J,ife eminent creates the shade of death. 
Tho shadow passeth when the tree shall fall, 
But I shall reign for ever over all.' 
"Fruit-boughs spread", in the fourth stanza of An 01 
--
!.aments, may have. resulted from the fusion of~ and 
and the following passage from Marvell's The Garden: 
Yet 1t creates, transcending theRe, 
Far other worlds, and other seas, 
.\nnihilating all that's made 
To a green thought in a green shade. 
Here at the fountain's sliding foot, 
Or at scce fruit-tree's mosny root, 
Casting the body's ve!ilt aside, . 
lf.y soul into tho bouphs doe3 glide: 
There, like a bird, it sits and sings, 
Then whets and combs its silver wings, 
And till re ared for len er fl1;ht, 
ts p Uffias he var ous 0 t. 
Such was that happy garden-otate, 
While man th~re walked without a mate: 
After a place so pure and sweet, 
What other help could yet be meet! 
t! But 't was beyond a mortal's share 
i' To wander so 11 tary there: 
il Two paradises 1 t ;;ere in one 
xxva 
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links binding to 
". • • • laden frui t-boue;hs spread 
Into a silver- sound •..• " 
;;can now be traced. The fir~~t clc~;· is fcunJ in thc.:;c linos, 
'i 
'1 l ;·once before, from P.omao and Juliet: 
!i 
:I 
!I 
,, 
I! 
"Vtd", by yonder blessed moon I swear, That~s with silver all th'ti"Sefruit-t:"eo 
. . 
• • • 
l)•.:>ilver sound" is derived from another scone in the R".me play: 2 
II , 
>I 
fi 
:r 
I' 
II 
d 
'I !I 
I 
, 
,I 
NURSE 
CAPULET 
NURSE 
PARIS 
CAPUL..'IT 
FRIAR 
PETER 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 lamentable day! 
• • • • • • • • • 
I \l1ll die, 
And leave him all; liTO; living, all is neath's 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·Jolost lamentable day • • • 
Neve!"' ".V:l.S seen so black a day as this • • • • 
• • • • 
0 love! 0 life! not life, but love in death! 
• • • • C child~ 0 child! my soul, and not my child! 
~art ~hou: Alack,-my-child is~; •••• 
self 
• • 
:Jhe's not well narricd that lives married long 
But she's best married that~ married young 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·~hen griping criof the heart doth wound 
.\nc! doleful du!'lps tho nind oppress, 
Then music with her silver sound'- • , •• 
One fruit-tree, the Tree of Knowledge, with its go ji 
,I 
''en fruit, is an inevitable source of some of the imagery of An 
1'----------------·-------------il 
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!i Old 7!oman Laments. Immedlatel,\ after the koy-passae;o 1 n Pal" ad 1 se u-
i' Lost occurs this: 1 ! 
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"Truth, wisdc!!!, sanct!t•lde ~<:'VOI"B and pure 
For conte!!:pla t ic.'n he ana V'lloul" formed; 
.... /; 
n 
• • • 
2 Comus contains a similar pas~acc: 
"Aml ·;:isdorJ'~ self 
Crt ~pekA to S~eet retired solitude, 
iihere, wltll ht'lr 'Vast nurse, Contemplation 
"Wisdom" links to the paonages 
~ from Satan's speech Lo Eve: 
~uotud above,the following 
"A goodly tree far distant to behold 
J,oaden l':i t'i1"t'rui t of fairest coloUNl mixed, 
Hudcto• and eold: 1 nearer drew to gaze; 
~'ihen froo tho bour.hs . • • • 
··~·~your dauntless viPtue whom the pain 
Of death denounced, whatavor thinE death be, 
Deteered not fl"O<"J achievine what might lead 
To hapv!er life, knowledge of good and evil; 
• ·• • ~ and ye shall be as gods, 
Knc:vinl" both rood and eviJ as thtiY know. 
• • • • for thin f:tir eal"th I see, 
(,armed bY tne sun, pl"oducinc every kind, 
The!:l nothing; 'IT"tl1,;y all things whoenclosed 
Kno~ledge of c00d and evil in this ~. 
That whoso eats thereof forthwith attains 
~iscto~ • . • . " 
" I ~ 
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The tracing of the first two liner. of tho fourth stanza, begun ! 
1: 
on the two preceding pages, hao been completed. In the tracing, Ji 
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been found, in the last few llnos <:uoterl ft'OT:l Paradise lost.! 
One of the Most it~portant aout•ct"' of An Old \"iom:-1' 
--- I I' 
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'l.::l:.;:a:.;:m;.:o:;.:n.:.;t::.;s::. has not yet boon mentlonect. It is Keats' Endymion, part 1 
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of which is included in The Pleasures 2£ Poetry. It can easily 
be linked to !,h! Nymph Gomplalninl" by these U.nos:l 
"Th:y deathful bow against some de9,r-herd bent, 
~ac re'i to f'' 1 un ·; • • '· Z , 'J 
"The loveliest moon • • • • 
" 
" 
Whence came that:hir,h perfection of all 
nweetncns ? • .. • • 
!last thou a symbol of her golden hair ? 
• • • • Ah! see her hove ring feet, 
Moro bluely vein'd, more ~. more whitel:y 
sweet 
Than tl1ose of sea-born Venus • • • , " 3 
• • • • C Eaunt.er chaste 
Of rivor sides, ~nd wocds • • • 
Where with thy silver bow and arrows keen 
Al"t thou noN fol"ested ·? • • 
Ah, if' to tlwe 
It feels ~l:ysian •••• 
Dost thounow lave thy feet and ankles 
wh1 te ? • • • • Young goa de ~s; • • • • " 4 
• • • • ! r.lUSt A1~("1(lp head, and kiss death' s 
farewell~ 
root. I.ove! love, 
1/ cr. p. 111a • 2/ The first two lines of 'l'he Nymph Complaining are: 
"The wanton troopers, riding by, 
Have shot ny fawn, and it will die ••••• " 
3/ End:y:nion, Book ! • 
4/ Tbirl. 1 Book U 
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Is there no hope fron thee ? This horrid spell I 
l'lould melt a.t thy sweet breath.- flv Pian's I 
hind 'j' 
Feedlii'P: from her white fi£-P:er·a, on th~ wind 2 1 I see thy strea::1inr, hair~ • • • • II 
The strhnger f~om 
traced 
the mountains, breathless, 
1 
:.;ucn thousandn of shut eyes in order placed; 
Such ranson of 'vhite t'eet, and patient lips 
All ruddy,- for here death no bl.osnom nips. 2 
The origin of "antelope" can be traced by linking 
the preceding pasAages with thin quotation from Book IV: 
""""d i • 1 . . t - • 1.*u. ym on. • ••• moon ~p:n r.m~eror. • ••• 
• • • • The nplri~ culls 
Unfaded amaranth, when wllo lL strays 
Through the old garden-rro'-lnd of. boyish days. 
• • • • he ht1d not fear'd the antelope; 
Anrl net a tree, hem"'lth "1ho:1e rooty sh'lde 
He h11d not with his tamad leo!nrds play'd; 
Nor could an arrow lil':ht, or javelin, 
Fly in the air where his had never been •• -. 
Dianr~, being a "younz e;oddes::<", nymholizes youth. In the quo-
tation above, "boyif:h" is the for:n the link takes. In J.liss Sit• 
well's poem, "young" occul'S twice- "yo•1ng antelope'' and 
"A poor old woman creepinG where 
The young can never pry lllnd nt.are. • • • • 
"Creep", "pry", and "stRrA" are linked, in 'illdym1on, by one 
for!!! or another of "young". 
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It 
I' "Tim~!l_!:!"eeplne; f!haJ l t.no dreary space fulfil: !! 
\'ihic!! cone, and all thene labours ripened, ·; 
A vont.h, by heav<'nly row<'r loved and led •••• "!i 
!! II 
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I" lfow while the silent workin<'"s of the dawn '~ere busiest, into that self-s~me lawn 
All suddcnll', with joyful cries, there sped 
A troop of little children e~rlanded; 
i.ho gatherine round the altar1seem'd to ~ Earnestl~ round •••• ~~ 
" 
1 /~d, for my sake, let this youne maid abide 
:11th thoo a~ a doar sistBt· ' ••.• 
•••• , Wh~reat ~hose. maidens wit~2w1ld stare ~alk d ai-ZilJ away •• , •• 
li I, 
il The quotation at thn bottom of tho preceding pa~e is ,, I' part of a prophesy road by Glaucus, tho at;eu lover of .Scylla. 
\: 
j! "Old •••• Glaucus" occur& in a passaea fro'" co.uus quoted at the 
t: bottom of page 
11 which resulted 
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xvn. The fol101v1nf" passar,es furnish the links 
in "poor old wcman": 
" '1\.'1, Scylh fair! 
ahy did coer Ulnucus ever - ever dare 
To t1Ue t ee to his heart, 1' • • • • " 3 
" 'The lovolioGt moon •••• 
• • • .;;he took an airy range, 
And then tMlar;as me, like a very maid, 
Came blushing, waninr;, wil J 1ng, aiitlii"fraid, 
And prr:na'd me by t},e hand •.•• 
•:he diVO!.! tHree tatlto .. u!.J ... llorf: t.he waters 
run 
GurglinG in beds of coral • • ' t1 1 • • 
n • • • • 1.1id the sound 
or flute.:; and vlrls, J'avishin[' his heart, 
Endy:nion fro::~ Glaucun stnod apart, 
• • • • u 3"01lTili'u1 ~~ Irllt 
~mil in;: bclneatn a coral uiaUc;n .. ··~ 
Appoarfti, n~C ~tupp1~1u to a b~autcous corsa, 
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1: Kneel'd down beside it, and with tenderest force' 
1 Press'd its cold hand, and wept,- l'lnd :),:vUil 1: 
slgh'd! '1 i Rndymion, with quick hand, the chat•m applied -
The n;~ph arose • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • Glaucus cried, 
'Behold! behold, the paTaCe of his pride! 
God Neptune's D3laces. 1 • • • • 
At every omnrd step pronrl domes arose 
In prospect,- diamond gleams and golden e;lows 
Of amber • • • uphulu 
I 
I 
!I 
" By Jaspur pillars, lettine; throueh1 the1r shafts ~~--­A b1 ush of coPal. • " _ 
'· li 
" On gold sand impearl' d !': 
7.1th lily tlhulJH, ami pHL>i>lns •nilli:y white, 
Poor Cvnthi'l g:rooteu hlw, anJ soolhed her lie;ht i 
Ae;ainr.t his p::>ll1cl f'acl'l • • • • •• 1 '· 
!i 
" I • how the blood • • 
J eft h iR VOU!:!.c._ choe%; • • • • 
I ws\ tch Fii1d dn to upon tho :>11 ver lakes 
Pictured 1n western cloudiness, that takes 
'fhe semblance of e;old rock:; and bright gold 
sands, 
Islands and creeks, ano amber-fretted strands 
~ith • • • • Ealaces 
And to~ers of amethyst •••• • • 2 
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"It was a nyoph uprisen to tho breast j, 
Jn the fountain' n pebbly marl_':in, and she stood I' 
'1iong lilies, like the "c-un•·est of the brood. If 
To .him her dripping hand she softly kist., i! 
1 II And anxious y bo"an to olait and twist !l 
Her r in"lots round her i' in>-ers' sayine: II 
\0'-llh .... oL"IY veined pebhlo-floor, that dr:l'.'lG r: 
A vlr<':ln li[ht to the deep; my grotto-sands , 1, 
Ta;:ny and r;old, no::cd slowl:;- from l'ar J.anas li 
Dy my diligent sprtncs: my level lilies, shells,: 
"'Y char.nin<:-!'od, ··~ JlOtent river speiJ.s; :, 
• • • • I am but as a child I' 3 
'i'o r,laddon thoc; • • • • ' " I 
i: I 
I ~---------· 
1/ I.oc. cit • 
2/ Cp. cit., Book I. 
3/ Ibid., Book II. 
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I· "Poor old Glaucus" pccomes "poor old woman" throur;h tho follow- ii 
I· ine chain: "old Glaucus" - "':'!me's c1•eepinr," 1 - "Then while tim~ 
1: I 
[1 serves"2 - "Time, that ar;ed nurse"3, "A;ed nurse" is apparently 
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symbolical of time. 
As this implies, there are two interwoven sots 
of links to be traced-one concrete, the 
I 
other abstract. Time is!, 
I 
abstl:'act; "aged nurse" in conc!"ctc. The former may and doen also ,, 
i: 
The first step toward t.l!e uncovering of some of 1: 
appear as a concrete llnk. 
the abstract links is the dirE,ct 11n'kine; of C:ndymion to Romeo 
and Juliet by the following passages: 
"0 sovercir;n power of love: •••• 
!!once, paeeant his tor~'! • • •• Juliet lo~n­
inE" 
A'nid her windcw-flowers, -s it;h1ng, -'lie an in;; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
1
,:; 
T<:>ndl'lrly her f'l.nC!' from its maiden snow, 4 !·,','•.• noth mor•• ~v~!l than these •••• 
II ~e~ tl~n1i •into i t!0 ;:ctiance, • we • blond, 1
1
!, 
II
!:··· 1'1ngl(l, and so beco<Jc a part of it,-
, •.• men, ;;ho might have towcr'd in the van 1',,·. 
Gf all the congr~g~ted ~orld, to fan 
I! And winnow ft'or:~ the con in£; step of time i' 
Ji All chttff of cuctom • • • i. 
. !lave been content to lot occasion die, 1. I! :','hilst they did sleep in love's F.lyslum ..... '' 
'11 As does the night in(ialo, up-perched h1eh, !, 
I And clci::Jter'd amon". cool and bunched leaves-: li ,;he slnrr< but to he~ love, nor e'er- conceives!: I! How tiptoe .!:!l.c..ht hold"' back her dark-t::ray i 
If hood. • • • • j, 
' '---'---------- ---j i' ' li 1/ cr. bottom of p. xxixa • i 
! 2/ Cf. last two lines of 4uotat1on, P• x11a • I' 
li I ~ ' I i" i' 3 :cnctyoion, nooJ<: • it 
,! 4/ Ibid •• !lOOk II • I II . 
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Now, if this0 ~~~thl.;~l~~;--has power- to ~~~c;-=--=r~-~==~= 
Men's being mortal, immortal; to shake I 
Ambition from their memories, and brim 
Their measure of content; what merest whim : 
Seems all this poor endeavour after fame, I 
To one, who keeps within his steadfast aim "l · 
A love immortal, an immortal too ••••• ' 
The next step is to show how Miss Sitwell 
ii 
i: 
" identified': 
li 
., 
!! 
II with Diana. This can be done by simply referring to the :; ! Juliet 
I; :t jiquotation at the top of page xiva. Diana seems to be a very 1m· il 
I ii 
:i portant element, a symbol for many other elements. In Endymion, :I 
iiDiana is linked to the following elements: :1 
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DIANA 
!I 
- youth - child - fair - nymph -lily 
• virgin - chaste - white - maid ] 
• beauty - immortal - white :: 
- gold hair :i 
- gold sand - grotto i! 
• moon - lovely - maid - sweet i_'i 
breath 
- huntress - silver bow 
- deer 
and arrows ii 
'I 
I 
- foot • white - soft - sweet - :I 
death 
- charming-rod 
iiEndmymion is i:e::~:::N w~th :::::~ght Emperor :,.!! 
1 hunter - forester 
I - fair li 
'_il l.,l, 
- youth - made immortal . 
i. Peona is identified with Diana. .,-II 
I II - PEONA ENDYMION' S sister !I 
',:','.- maid - of the woods 1,\,_ young- innocence - dove 
:: - gold sand - silver lake - lilies P !I II 
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',··· " . , . , there lay a sleeping youth '' 
Of fondest be:.ut~; •••• Above his head 
' Four 1 U11-st'il ks did tho1 r wrd to hcno,lrs 
j, 
i 
1: ,, 
I ,, 
I 
i, 
i' 
' 
To make a coron"l; ••• , the ivy mesh, 
Shadin~ its ~thiQp berries; •••• 
Ana vir•c:ln' H t~o~·tor . . • • Cupids • • •• 
R:t1n 1d violf:d..B npon h1R Rleepine eyes. 11 
" • • • 
a~us of hyacinth ant! roses, 
.. het•e younc; ,,don is crt reposr,s' 
<lax inp: nell of 111a daep wound 
!r1 slumber' soft, and on the r,rcund 
Sadly sits tht' A"syi'lan queen; •• , n 2 
:ved 
,. 
' 
1 p 
I· 
, . 
., 
lrVenus, Scylla, Sabi'ina, t.he Lady in Comus, the virt;in in The ~ 
;i 
££~,Adam, and ~ve ai'e also identified with Diana. And so ;: is I 
!1 the !1 fawn in The N>~Ph Cc~plainin~.~The latter' adds 
I' 
upure 11 ' ,.lamb"~ 
,. 
j! and "ermine" to the ele~ents I'elatod to Iliana. j: 
I. i: 
j, Hyacinthus can he added to Adonia, the fawn, !':ndym- I 
/!ion, Scylla, the Lady, and Juliet as one having suffei'od "death"! 
li 1~ youth. '
1
: 
II 
" I' i! 
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II !I 
" ' •••• woodl tnd !!yac in thus could escape 
Fro!'! hia ~I'P.en prison, and he::-e4kneeline 
CaJl me his C!Htwn •••• ' " 
" • • • pi tyinp, tho :;ad 
Of Hy'\c inthur;, ·nheTJ. th!'> cruel 
Of ~ephyr slex him • • • • '' 
death 
breath 
5 
down 
i: 
1i The quotations on this pa~:c aro sufficient to :;hew tho connection 
li 
I' li between "pui'ple" and "sai'I'ow". Otr.er quotation:. can be added,but, 
I' ,. ________________________________________________________________________ __ 
,, 
" II 1/ Book II. II Ibid., 
i' 2/ FI'c:n Comus , ,,
·' 3/ cr. lila, I P• !I 11/ F.ndr::11on 
' 
Book IV. i' 5/ Ibid., Book ! • I! 
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ii nc more :tre needed to show the relationship bllt,H:en "sorcow" "rt<i: 
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. il the following passage: 
li 
li 
:,,'1' -'-it!J not one tine<• '' 
r: 
,, or sanct~:u•.:r nplundoui·, n<"t " sight " 
j\
1 
_\bl0 tf" f~-CE: !lt\ (p<il 1 £, tl~C~ at·e tlit:l1l i' 
" 9y t!::c ble'lr-nyed !l!!.tlc>ns in empurpl:!d vests, 't 
II, io.r;.d c:r-~·:;:1~, an~: -:..urbnns. • • lii 
II And set those ~ Chaldoans to their tasks •••• ,, il :i 
'[i This is apparentl;.r tloP. erie in of' "turho.nnect head", j! 
1
:1,, nt~na:,':.' Tho onA ch~~Mctarlstic that all the ~~mhol~ of • 
ll i' 
il have is youth. The f:1w:1 dies - ~-outh dies. Ado!'l1s dloo, but Venub 
' 
' 
!I 
II 
\!makes him immortal: 
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:I li 
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I' II 
II !I 
ll 
il il ~leap 
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li II 
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Aye, sleep; for when our love-sick queen did 
ii 
II 
II 
".":CCfi i! 
Over hit> waned corse, the tremulous <:hewer 1\1 
llc3.l' d up the woun:J., and, ;'11th a bal~s pc;·:or 2, 
:;edicinrd tloat.h t.o a lene;thened drowsiness •••• ;: 
!I 
is a way or oncapinc 
;i 
ii 
'i ,, 
ii \i 
!i 
To-mcrro".l' night look that thou lie alone, ii 
Let not thy nurso lifl wl P1 thee in t.hs chamber :ii 
'i'!:il·:e th~u this vial . • 1 
Tho coscs in thy lips and ch...,ekR shall fade \1;:· 
To paly as!JeA; tl0 ~yes' wlndo~s fall, 
J,lke death, wh<:>n he shutn up the day of life ; 3 1 
•••• then aw'lke as fro::. a pleasant sleen..... , 
' t' 
ll ii Youth returns 1n dreams·. The sl eep<•!" dreaFl<" bec:'lu~e of some I /!uh H n jl c arn • ~cmotimo!l it in tho tcuch o.i -:o;1ter: 
:! 
,_ 
L 
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\i 1/ Ibid., Book III• ' 
li 2/ Ibid-., Book II ' i 
1
':,: 3/ nor.~eo 11nd Juliet, Act IV, Sc • 1 • [· 
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,1 
if 
i[ 
i) 
li 
1: 
" ii 
Thun J cprln~lc en thy hrca~t 
nror,n that froc. O!lJ< rcunt«in pure 
J have ~apL of prec1cus cure; 
Thrice upon th~ flneer'o tip, 
Thrice upon tby r~bicd lip • • • l • 
' ti 
i 
i' 
' I, 
I 
!I 
1 
'i 
:: !I 1: Touclline with the r~nc: P.eel"s tc be " YC:'~ effic::::c tr.u"' 
i! 2 . ;:, 
!I !~ot:.i 
li i! only !)1ana and En0yu1on une ll, but ~lso ,;.ua:n: 
if 
l1 
II \· 
1: 
·1 
!; 
' ii 
'1 i: 
I 
II! 
1 
,I 
:: 
!/ 
• • • then •Kith voice :r 
.tilC, as 7-h<~n ~-Cf.h:iras c·n F1 era breathes • !i 
Her ha':'1d ccft touchinrr, w!linpercd thus: "1-.wake,:i 
z·.~· ~.'"J.ir-cnt, :!l,j-" .;:;pcused, my latent found, :I 
He~ven's l3st b0.st c;ift., my t'VE)r-ne~ <lel1;:;ht, '1 
Awake; the ~ornlnc shines, and the fresh f1eld4 , Callr; USj • • n ! 
;: 
ii Venus revives Adonis b:; a verbal co=and alone; 
!i 
lj 
ii 
;I 
il 
1: 
" !1 
!i 
I· i! 
" II 1 
iThe 
ii 
tJ • • 7hen there '/!;"!9 a hue 
Of suddAn voices, echoing, 'Come: come! 
Arise~ .'l'7ako 1 • • • • • 5 
same procedure is u~;od in Corinna's G.:>lnc 6 Inayi'lf·t Diana's 
'bharm, used in 
I! 
;' 
reviving Sndyoion, is appar~ntly half spoken and 
'llalf writ.te:l : 
ji 
11 i1 
li 
II 
I' d ,, 
If 
1' \\ II 
il il 
Comus • 
To his 1n~ard senses these wordn spako aloud; 
Written in starlis:-:ht on the dark above: 
"Deape:::t r:nd,y::lo.:l:' ::::,.- entir-e love~ 
l!oli have I dwelt in fe;,.r of fate; 't is done-
Jmmort.al blis.c fer :::c toe hast thou won. 
AriF.t.J tlwn! fer the hen-dove shall not hatch 
I1erready e[;r;s. before r 'll ki:::.cint: sn:ttch 
Thee into endles2. heave:1 •. \:-;ake! awake~ " 7 
Cf. p. :r.xxa • 
Cf. p. xxxia • 
faradise Lost , Book V • 
Endf=ion ~ok 1 I • 
Co::' irma - Aurora - Flora. is a link of sy:nbols relatin!j to 
I 
ri 
j; 
'! 
i 
ii 
u 
i! )': 
i' 
•' 
i: 
" I 
I! 
I ~ 
';'I 
!< 
li ,, 
q 
i! [i 
~ i 
·! 
"  ~ i 
;: 
ii 
!i 
" 
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ji Kissing may also be potent, for Romeo, in the last scene of the I 
i: play, 
ii 
kisses Juliet, who happens to awake soon afterward. 
.I 
.i 
I 
i 
' 
" '! The charmed sleep and some sort of liquid are related, 
'las the last two quotations on the page before ;: last show. Another, I I 
ir quotation, from !ill! Witch of Atlas, a poem of Shelley's included/ 
., 
!'in~ 
' il 
i' ,.
li 
il 
I! 
Pleasures of Poetry, contains further evidence:l 
!.XIX 
To those she saw most beautiful, she gave 
Strange panacea in a crystal bowl; 
They drank in their deep sleep of that sweet 
I 
I 
:! 
., 
I 
' l! 
ii 
I' jl 
I! il wave, 1. 
" And lived thenceforward as if some control, 1: 
.Yightler than life, were in them; and the grave 'i 
Of such, when death oppressed the weary soul, i.[' 
Was as a green and over-arching bower 
Lit by the gems or many a starry flower. 
i' the 
'I 
and 
It is now possible to discover the significance of 
underground streams which help link Nepenthe, Kubla Khan, 
Paradise !£!1• .Yiss Sitwell seems to have associated these 
2 
with the cave sacred to Diana: 
i: 
1
!1,.. 1/ There is more than sufficient evidence to link the Wizard 
.Ya1d to Diana: 
,I I 
r! 
;i 
:I 
II 
\i ,, 
" ii 
•I 
:i ,, 
11 
!I 
'I p 
• • • • 
A Lady-Witch there lived on 
Within a cavern by a secret 
• • • • • • • • • XII 
Atlas' mountain 
fountain. 
• • • • • 
For she w~s beautiful; her beauty made 
The bright world dim, and everything beside 
Seemed like the fleeting image of a shade; •••• 
Cf, also stanzas II,V,VI,VII, and XVII. d il 
II 2/ Cf. Endymion, Book I • 
lj 
i1 
!t 
, ____ . ________ :_--;-;-- --- -~ --~----
I' ,, 
!I 
'I 1: ,, 
I' 
,I 
" ;: 
., 
i 
.i 
i 
.. 
'i 
: ~ 
I 
I 
I 
'lxxxviiia 
:! 
L-----
·-r---------------· 
"With the conquering sun of spring •••• I i 
• • • • hurling my lance • • • • .. lr 
At last, by hap, through some young trees it 
struck, 
And, plashing among bedded pebbles, stuck 
In the middle of a brook,- whose silver ramble' 
Down twenty little falls through reeds and 
bramble, 1 
Tracing along, it brought me to a cave, '! 
Whence it ran brightly forth ••• -:--
' • • • • the cave is secreter 
Than the isle or-Delos, •••• ' " 
,The cave symbolizes sleep, but it is not the only symbol of sleep; 
'i ,. 
"there j: 
l 
are others that are equally important: 
0 map,ic sleet: 0 comfortable bird, 
That:brcodes o'er the troubled sea of the 
mind 
Till it is hush'd and smooth~ 0 unconfined 
Restraint! imprison'd liberty! great key 
To golden palaces, strange minstrelsy, 
Fountains grotesque, new trees, bespangled 
caves, 
' 
' ,; 
' 
' 
.I ,, 
.! 
! 
j: 
' •! 
I ,. 
~ I 
! F.cho1ng grottoes, fUll of tumbling waves 
And moonlight; aye, to all the mazy world 
Of slivery enchantment: - who, upfurl'd 
Beneath thy drowsy wing a triple hour, 
But renovates and lives? - Thus, in the bower, ,; 
F.ndymion was calm' d to life again. !' 
Opening his eyelids wit~healthier brain, ii 
He said: "I feel this thine endearing love :r 
All through my bosom: thou art as a doVe""":" ••• " '! 
!' 
!other symbols for sleep can be found in the description of Eden 
'in Paradise ~.2 All of the symbols for sleep are also sym-
bols of Paradise. This explains why Kiss S1twell used "hill" as 
:: 3 - 2 !'a link in Kubla ~· llount Amara may have been the particular 'i 
·' . 
!t ·.! il ~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1/ Cf. Endymion, Book I • 
2/ cr. PP• xxviiia, xx1xa • 
3/ cr. p. ixa • 
;: 
! 
'· .
a link. 
The symbols related to dreaming should also be found, 
!I 
'I 
, in Paradise • One of these is "bower", In the last quotatio!l, En_ il 
II 
'dymion wakes up in a bower and sees his sister. "Waking up" is 11 
coming out of a sleep and into a dream, "Living" is the symbol i! 
" il ,, 
for dreaming. Juliet wakes up in a vault, but in every other in-!i 
stance when two youths are involved in an awakening, one youth \\ 
: 1 wakes up 
1 I 
in or near a bower. A bower, like a cave, shields those 
I i 
·I that are 
I 
in it from the sun, The bowers in Paradise Lost are i: !I 
I 
["noontide bowers", and I therefore act as shields against the noon~ 
I il .I day sun. If morning is "the childhood of the Day" 2 , noon must I' 
[I refer to some period in life after childhood has gone. Some of 
I' 
1 the characteristics of the noon-day period of life are set down I! 
:! i! 
I 
I 
! 
,I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
in the opening stanza of Endymiop: 
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever: 
Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep 
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep 
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet 
breathing. 
Therefore~ on every morrow, are we wreathing 
A flowery band to bind us to the earth, 
Spite of despondence, of the inhuman dearth 
Of noble natures, of the gloomy days, 
Of all the unhealthy and o'er-darken'd ways 
I I' 
I I! 
I' d 
II 
" 
,, 
\, 
ii 
i 
! 
1/ Cf. P• xxxvia • The bower in the first quotation is "Amphi- ji 
trite's bower"; in the second, "blissful bower"; "immortal 1: 
bowers" in tho third; and "white thorn neatly interwoven As 
if here were those cooler shades of love" in the last. !' 
2/ Cf. p. xiia 
3/ Flora is the" goddess of flowers as well as or spring. 
!I 
,I ,, 
,I 
I 
' i 
. -..........:_ : .;.._:.::_ 
-------
·- -~--·-- ·--
Made for our searching: yes, in spite of all, 
Some shape of beauty moves away the pall 
From our dark spirits •••• , 
.!! 
Miss Sitwell finds "a thing of beauty" in her dreams; 
:"Beauty" is a symbol of Diana, and Diana is a s:,-mbol of immortal ,. 
' love, The similarity between the passage quoted above and ~ ;: 
' ~ Death seems to indicate that the linking of "beauty" and "love" 
[ls the correct one. But love is symbolized by Cupid, who is linked 
with Diana and beauty. 
"Bright~winged Child~ 
Who has another care when thou hast smiled? 
Unfortunates on earth, we see at last 
All death~shadows, and glooms that overcast 
Our spirits, fann'd away by thy light pinions. 
0 sweetest essence~ sweetest of all minions~ 
• • • • 
:1 Dear unseen light in darkness: ecl1pser 
Of light in light! delicious poisoner: 
Thy venom'd goblet will we quaff until 1 We fill - we fill~ • • , , " 
"Loved one" may be substituted for "love", Youth has died,yet 
I· ;i 
I 
li 
'I 
' 
~~ lives again in dreams, The loved one obviously 1 ived in the 
!i 
young him~ ! 
;i 
i: period when Miss Sitwell was young. ~oreover, he was 
'! ,, 
:1 self, "Childhood" should be substituted for "youth", 
1: 
2 I 
,, 
,, 
)! 
il ;I 
" 
,, 
;I 
i; 
,l1 
!: 
For on the night when they were buried, she 
Restored the embalmers' ruining and shook 
The light out of the funeral lamps, to be 
A mimic day within that deathy nook; 
And she unwound the woven imagery ~ 
Of second childhood's swaddling bands ••• ,v 
1----------------------------------------------------------·------------
r: 1/ Endymion, Book III. !, 
2/ cr. supra. Also, the third quotation, p. XY.via; the second 
quotation, P• xxixa; the first quotaticn, P• xxxa; the last 
quotation, P• xxxia. 
3/ ~ Witch of Atlas, LXX 
) 
___ ._ .... __ 
----~-
Who is the loved one (or ones)? F~ith Sitwell grew 
up with her two brothers as playmates, and so it is logical to 
It 
II 
II 
assume that these are the loved ones, especially since the three!\ 
l!r,· were unusually devoted to one another. As support for this as-
:1 
II 
sumption, there are the two brothers in Comus,and Peons and En- i/ 
I 
dymion in Endymion. In Book IV of the latter poem, there is this)f 
I, 
passage linking Diana and Peona as sisters: 
"And, for my sake, let this young maid abide 
With thee as a dear sister ••••• " 
The unexpressed idea in the background of ~ ~ 
[I 
I' 
:I 
I' !I 
" il 
li j; 
II :::::l~~::::n:::t n::o:e m:::a:::: • i:h:h:::g:r a e:::::n r::c d::ms j\ 
,I 
to Paradise, a childhood where death was far off and beloved !f II 
II playmates very near. The beautiful love for these playm!\tes has J: 
achieved immortality in dreams. 
I' 
,: 
!! I: 
II It is possible to discover what ~iss nitwell believe~ 
the nature or this love to be. Love is conceived as a harmon-
izing force, melting two into one:1 
Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow 
Together, tempering the repugnant mass 
i 
' 
ri 
li 
,. ,, 
With liquid love - all things together grow r: 
Through which the harmony of love can pass: 2 II 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Compare with these Endymion's reaction when he first sees the 
moon:~ 
ii 
\i 
ii 
i: 
----t~-------------------------------1' 
- !! 
_; 1/ c~. PP• xxx11a, xx:d11a • 2/ The Witch of Atlas,Y~ • 
3/ ~ymlon, BOok I . 
1\ 
1\ 
I\ 
' ' 
!: 
:' 
:i 
:: 
I 
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n • • • • she did soar 
So p3ssionately brieht, my dazzled soul 
Commingling with her argent spheres did roll 
Through clear and cloudy, even when she went 
At last into a dark and vapoury tent •••• " 
II 
I 
, Love is the liq1l1d referred to on page xxxv11a. This is an ade- i 
I' 
: quate explanation or not only the magic liquids but also the 
; mingled underground streams that divide after they leave the 
i cave. The streams become one in the cave because or love. When 
i ; they do not love, they do not mingle. The story or Arethusa and 
, Alpheus is retold in Book II or Endymlon. There are two separate:: 
streams in the cave, for Arethusa does not love Alpheus, 
Love is also symbolized by the eyes. This descr1p-
'tion of Cupid furnishes one reason: 
"A scowl is sometimes on his brow, but who 
Look full upon it feel anon the blue 
Of his fair eyes run liquid through their 
souls ••••• '' 1 
' : 
1: l; 
'I I 
ii 
'i 
:i 
II 
il 
" i l: 
!i 
~ \ 
' 'I 
1i ! 
:Here " is another significant passage,from Book I or the same poem; 
"With such a pa~3dise of lips and eyes, 
Blush-tinted cheeks • • • • " 
i Here is another: 2 
"The magic circle of her voice and eyes 
All savage nature did imparadise." 
---------------------------------------
1/ Ibid., Book II • 
2/ The Witch of Atlas, VII • 
' 
,'; 
I, 
' ,, 
' ,, 
il 
\ 
' i' 
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'The next quotation 1s from Keats' La,nia, a source, hitherto un-' 
)9) 
mentioned, ·or £!!:! ~ r.'oman [aments: 1 
«He answer'd, bendin~ to her open eyel, 
· Where he was mirror d small in paraa so, 
' ·~y silver rla~ot, both of eve and morn! 
. . .• . 
Isabella,~ The !2! of Basil, another source used by Miss Zit• 
well, contains the following significant description of Lorenzo i 
2 
as he appears before Isabella to tell her he has been murdered: 
1 
XXXVII 
Its eyes, though~. were still all dewy 
bright 
With love, and kept all phantom fear aloof 
From ~poor girl by magic of their light, 
The while it did unthread the horrid woof 
or the late darken'd time •••• 
:This passage is probably the sou.I'ce of "wild daws". 
,, 
' 
1/ Lamia is a symbol of Diana: 
• • , • for she was a maid 
Uore beautiful than ever twisted braid, 
Or sigh'd, or blush'd, or on spring-flowered 
lea 
Spread a green kirtle to the minstrelsy: 
A virgin purest lipp'd, yet in the lor:'e 
or love deep lear:'ned • • • 
" •••• though a Naiad of the rivet's • • • 
2/ Isabella and Lorenzo are symbols or Diana: 
I 
"Fair Isabel, poor simple Isabel! 
Lorenzo, a younG palmer in Love's eye: 
L 
"Love never dies, but lives " .... 
~-------=-== 
h 
•••• 
h 
l 
! 
I 
.. Y.; 
I' ,, 
. . . 11 
Sufficient material has been gathered to justify mak~ 
,1ng the following statements: 
' 
' 
' I' 
1/ The derived sources are the right ones. All 
I! 
;were written by poets that .IUss Sitwell liked. (In the 1ntroduc- 1i 
tion to the first volume of !!:!£ Pleasures 2£ Poetry, Miss SHwellli 
I' II 
regretted that there was not space enough to include scenes from 11 
II 
'some of Shakespeare's plays.) All except four sources are in- il 
I! 
eluded, wholly or in part, in The Pleasures~ Poetry. These fouril 
ji 
d 
1: 
are r.omeo .!.!!£! Juliet, Lamia, Isabella, and~ .!!E Death. 
Of' all tho other poems written in E:tg1 ish,onlyli 
a very few are acceptable as possi lllo sources of An .Q1.!! :'I oman 'I 
' I ll Laments. These include Herrick's _To Electra; ~1lton' s _Il Penser- •, 
I' i d 
oso; Shelley's !h!! Revolt of Islam and Alaster; Keats' To Homer; 11 
and Chapmans Odysseys • 1
1
,,! 
2/ ~~~oman Laments is the result of an un-
' conscious synthesis, for the linking is far too complicated to 
' 
be a conscious process. 
:: Also, similar typGS of linking played a part 
I 
ll 
li 
I! 
li 
') 
in creating the twenty-fourth section of •iss Sitwell's The Sleep~ 
of this poe;n are !.:iss Sit well's 
i: 
I 
i• 
lE£ Beauty. Some of the sources 
1 Country Cousin and Aubado ; and Yeats' Crazy ~ !;E ~ Bishop,f, 
li 
I· 
I! Crazy ~ and ~ the Journeyl:!lan, and Crazy ~ ~ Q2.!!. 
II i: .;;_, _______ . _____ . ____________ ---::
1/ cr. P· 51. ! 
" ,, 
:! 
'; 
xliva 
( 
1 
i 
' 
xlva 
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., 
,, 
" 
' i: 
,; 
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There is further evidence that the unconscious 1 
. 
had an important role in the creation of ~ lli Woman J.am.,nts, t: 
Some of the imagery of this poe~ reappears in significant con-
ter.ts in three later poems of lliss Sitwell'a: ~Warmth 2£ Sprlng, 
:.1 Our nurses sat; it seemed, I thought, they listened. 
And they were black ~ith shade, and so we named 
Them Asia, Africa, ~nd still they seem 
Each like a continent with flowers and fruits 
Unknown to us; in the hot noon they glistened 
With wild dew crying or some long-still dream ••••• 
Ghost Whose Lips ~ !!!::!!,, 
" .. • .sprint; nights are fiery with wild dew• ••• " 
i; 
',and The Sleeping Beauty. 
,, 
The sedan-chair that hides her shade is mellow 
As the ·.~rea's great fruit-Jewels glittering yellow, 
And round it the old turbanned ladles flock 
Like apes that try to pluck an apricock. 
The little·rawning airs are trembling wan; •••• .! 
3/ One of the images, 
n • • • • the lad"n fruit-boughs spread 
Into a silver sound • • • " 
:·might be classed as an example or true synaesthesia, but it isn't', 
:It is a product of free associat lon, like the other images in thEI 
·! 
,, 1 
poem. The image occurs only once in the rest of Uiss Sitwell's 
•'poetry • These two lines are from the first section of The Sleep.; 
'I ;•ing Beauty, on the page before the quotation above: 
!I 
" !! 
cr. PP• xxva, xxvia· 
' 
!l 
xlvia 
a 
----~~---------------------~---j ____ ---------
----------~------~---------7-·------------
I -
"Tih1le in 
A silver 
!· the floatinG and mysterious leaves · 1, 
sound like some forgotten music grieves." 1 
:: 
, Since these two lines arc derived from ~ ill ;;·oman Lameilts, 
"spread into a silver sound" is pseudo-synaesthetic. 
,, 
il 
'I ), 
\i 
4/ 'l'he latent conception behind the poem1 1s the 11 
force that extracted im~gery from at least nineteen sources 2 and 
, four centuries and fused the whole into a poem •3 Elements in the ·, 
~~general conception are symbolized, someti:nas by as many as seven· 
, or eight different symbols. Childhood, for instance, is symbol- 1 
.'ized by "Paradise", "garden", "Elysium", "morning", "sprin&'', and 
:'"bower", among others. Youth is symbolized by so many words that 
!: 
'i1t would take most of t.he rest of the page to set them dom •. 
,, 
' ji 
·i 
::some words symbolize more than one element. "Diana", because she;; 
il ' 
:/is a huntress and has bow and arrowo, may at times symbolize 
,I 
i ,, 
I 
I 
'!rate or ti:ne; 4 because of her beauty and immortality she may sym-; 
'ibolize love; because of her love for F:ndymion, she may symbolize 
sister; or because or her chastity and gold hair, she may sym-
bolize youth. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1' 
1/ cr. p. xlia. "The way or escape from the troubles attendant 
upon mortality is through a return in dreams to Paradise, a 
childhood where death is far off and beloved playmates very 
near • • • . •" 
2/ The Revolt of Islam contains so many significant passages that 
it-must be lnC!uded as a source. There is at least one source . 
not yet found- the source of "fluff" and "miniver". ,! 
3/ "Every great imaginative conception is a vortex into which 
everything under the sun may be swept." J.L.Lowes , The Road 
, to Xanadu, p.426 • - -
1
' 47ihana symbolizes fate to Arethusa: 
" Dian stands 
Severe before me: persecuting fate: •••• " 
t) 
:t 
' i xlviia 
:i ,, 
·----------------~- -----+-'-------- .. -. --
··--·---·---- --------.. !r----··--
The sources were traced, at first, by the sym- i! 
,'could be interpreted and the 
I 
interpretation used 
I 
" 
to check the 
previous tracing. Words like "silver" or "cor~l" 
I 
or "amber" were ·; 
., 
,often used by poets of the seventeenth and ei~teenth centuries; , 
I 
,but unless these words were part of a passage ~ads significant by 
' 
:
1
the interpretation, they would not be potential sources. 
I 
i 
' 
5/ Yiss Sitwell's choice of symbols w~s based on 
i 
;key-phrases like "amber tears" , "lifeless oceF~ , "Time, 
:'aged nurse" , "immortal bowers" , "lambs and e'rmines pure" 
' 
. ' 
that 
,and ,. 
i. 
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